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Vulnerability
Type(s)

Publish
Date

CVSS

Description & CVE ID

Patch

NCIIPC ID

Application (A)
Adobe
Acrobat; Acrobat Dc; Acrobat Reader Dc; Reader
Adobe Acrobat is a family of application software and Web services developed by Adobe Systems to
view, create, manipulate, print and manage files in Portable Document Format (PDF).
Execute Code; 24-01-2017 4.3
Adobe Acrobat Chrome
https://helpx A-ADOCross Site
extension version 15.1.0.3 and
.adobe.com/s ACROBScripting
earlier have a DOM-based cross- ecurity/prod 010217/01
site scripting vulnerability.
ucts/acrobat
Successful exploitation could
/apsb17lead to JavaScript code
03.html
execution.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-2929
Execute Code; 24-01-2017 9.3
Adobe Acrobat Reader versions
https://helpx A-ADOOverflow;
15.020.20042 and earlier,
.adobe.com/s ACROBMemory
15.006.30244 and earlier,
ecurity/prod 010217/02
Corruption
11.0.18 and earlier have an
ucts/acrobat
exploitable memory corruption
/apsb17vulnerability in the image
01.html
conversion module related to
JPEG parsing. Successful
exploitation could lead to
arbitrary code execution.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-2972
Execute Code; 24-01-2017 9.3
Adobe Acrobat Reader versions
https://helpx A-ADOOverflow
15.020.20042 and earlier,
.adobe.com/s ACROB15.006.30244 and earlier,
ecurity/prod 010217/03
11.0.18 and earlier have an
ucts/acrobat
exploitable heap overflow
/apsb17vulnerability in the JPEG
01.html
decoder routine. Successful
exploitation could lead to
arbitrary code execution.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-2971
Execute Code; 24-01-2017 9.3
Adobe Acrobat Reader versions
https://helpx A-ADOOverflow
15.020.20042 and earlier,
.adobe.com/s ACROB15.006.30244 and earlier,
ecurity/prod 010217/04
11.0.18 and earlier have an
ucts/acrobat
exploitable heap overflow
/apsb17vulnerability in the XSLT engine 01.html
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

related to template
manipulation. Successful
exploitation could lead to
arbitrary code execution.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-2970
Aerospike
Database Server
Aerospike Database Server – flash-optimized, in-memory, nosql database.
Execute Code; 26-01-2017 7.5
Exploitable stack-based buffer
NA
Overflow
overflow vulnerability exists in
the querying functionality of
Aerospike Database Server
3.10.0.3. A specially crafted
packet can cause a stack-based
buffer overflow in the function
as_sindex__simatch_list_by_set_b
inid resulting in remote code
execution. An attacker can
simply connect to the port to
trigger this vulnerability.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9054
Execute Code; 26-01-2017 7.5
Exploitable stack-based buffer
NA
Overflow
overflow vulnerability exists in
the querying functionality of
Aerospike Database Server
3.10.0.3. A specially crafted
packet can cause a stack-based
buffer overflow in the function
as_sindex__simatch_by_iname
resulting in remote code
execution. An attacker can
simply connect to the port to
trigger this vulnerability.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9052
Denial of
26-01-2017 6.4
An exploitable out-of-bounds
NA
Service
read vulnerability exists in the
client message-parsing
functionality of Aerospike
Database Server 3.10.0.3. A
specially crafted packet can
cause an out-of-bounds read
resulting in disclosure of
memory within the process, the
same vulnerability can also be
used to trigger a denial of
service. An attacker can simply
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

A-AERDATAB010217/05

A-AERDATAB010217/06

A-AERDATAB010217/07

7-8

8-9

9-10

connect to the port and send the
packet to trigger this
vulnerability.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9050
Akamai
Netsession
Akamai NetSession Interface is a media delivery tool that can help you enjoy faster,
downloads from a variety of sources you choose.
NA
23-01-2017 7.5
Akamai NetSession 1.9.3.1 is
https://pack
vulnerable to DLL Hijacking: it
etstormsecur
tries to load CSUNSAPI.dll
ity.com/files
without supplying the complete /140366/Ak
path. The issue is aggravated
amaibecause the mentioned DLL is
NetSessionmissing from the installation,
1.9.3.1-DLLthus making it possible to hijack Hijacking.ht
the DLL and subsequently inject ml
code within the Akamai
NetSession process space.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-10157
Apache

more reliable
A-AKANETSE010217/08

Groovy
Apache Groovy is an object-oriented programming language for the Java platform.
NA
18-01-2017 5
main/java/org/apache/director http://svn.ap A-APAy/groovyldap/LDAP.java in the
ache.org/vie GROOVGroovy LDAP API allows
wvc/director 010217/09
attackers to conduct LDAP entry y/sandbox/s
poisoning attacks by leveraging
zoerner/groo
setting returnObjFlag to true for vyldap/src/
all search methods.
main/java/or
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6497
g/apache/dir
ectory/groov
yldap/LDAP.j
ava?r1=1765
362&r2=176
5361&pathre
v=1765362&
view=patch
Arista
Cloudvision Portal
CloudVision Portal (CVP) is the web-based GUI for the CloudVision platform. The Portal provides a
turnkey solution for automating network operations, including network device provisioning,
compliance, change management, and network monitoring.
NA
23-01-2017 6.5
CloudVision Portal (CVP) before https://www A-ARI2016.1.2.1 allows remote
.arista.com/e CLOUDCV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

authenticated users to gain
access to the internal
configuration mechanisms via
the management plane, related
to a request to
/web/system/console/bundle.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9012

n/support/a 010217/10
dvisoriesnotices/secu
rityadvisories/2
116-securityadvisory-27

Artifex
Mujs
MuJS is a lightweight Javascript interpreter designed for embedding in other software to extend them
with scripting capabilities.
Denial of
18-01-2017 5
Artifex Software MuJS allows
https://bugs. A-ARTService
attackers to cause a denial of
ghostscript.c MUJSservice (crash) via vectors
om/show_bu 010217/11
related to incomplete escape
g.cgi?id=697
sequences. NOTE: this
136#c4
vulnerability exists due to an
incomplete fix for REFERENCE:
CVE-2016-7563.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9109
Denial of
18-01-2017 5
Heap-based buffer overflow in
https://bugs. A-ARTService;
the Fp_toString function in
ghostscript.c MUJSOverflow
jsfunction.c in Artifex Software
om/show_bu 010217/12
MuJS allows attackers to cause a g.cgi?id=697
denial of service (crash) via
137
crafted input.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7564
Denial of
18-01-2017 5
The chartorune function in
https://bugs. A-ARTService
Artifex Software MuJS allows
ghostscript.c MUJSattackers to cause a denial of
om/show_bu 010217/13
service (out-of-bounds read) via g.cgi?id=697
a * (asterisk) at the end of the
136
input.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7563
Atlassian
Confluence
Atlassian Confluence is an online workspace that keeps track of a team's discussions,
more.
Cross Site
18-01-2017 4.3
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
NA
Scripting
vulnerability in Atlassian
Confluence before 5.10.6 allows
remote attackers to inject
arbitrary web script or HTML via
the newFileName parameter to
pages/doeditattachment.action.
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

decisions, and
A-ATLCONFL010217/14

8-9

9-10

REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6283
Confluence; JIRA Integration For Hipchat
Atlassian Confluence is an online workspace that keeps track of a team's discussions, decisions, and
more; JIRA Software is built for every member of your software team to plan, track, and release great
software.
Gain
23-01-2017 5
The Atlassian Hipchat
https://confl A-ATLInformation
Integration Plugin for Bitbucket uence.atlassi CONFLServer 6.26.0 before 6.27.5,
an.com/jira/j 010217/15
6.28.0 before 7.3.7, and 7.4.0
ira-andbefore 7.8.17; Confluence
hipchat-forHipChat plugin 6.26.0 before
jira-plugin7.8.17; and HipChat for JIRA
securityplugin 6.26.0 before 7.8.17
advisoryallows remote attackers to
2016-09-21obtain the secret key for
849052099.h
communicating with HipChat
tml
instances by reading unspecified
pages.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6668
Autodesk
Fbx Software Development Kit
The Autodesk FBX SDK is a C++ software development kit (SDK) that
scenes in the .fbx file format.
Execute Code; 25-01-2017 7.5
Multiple buffer overflows in the
Overflow
Autodesk FBX-SDK before
2017.1 can allow attackers to
execute arbitrary code when
reading or converting
malformed 3DS format files.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9307
Execute Code; 25-01-2017 7.5
Multiple buffer overflows in the
Overflow
Autodesk FBX-SDK before
2017.1 can allow attackers to
execute arbitrary code when
reading or converting
malformed DAE format files.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9306
NA
25-01-2017 7.5
Improper handling in the
Autodesk FBX-SDK before
2017.1 of type mismatches and
previously deleted objects
related to reading and
converting malformed FBX
format files can allow attackers
to gain access to uninitialized
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

lets you import and export
http://www.
autodesk.co
m/trust/secu
rityadvisories/a
dsk-sa-201601
http://www.
autodesk.co
m/trust/secu
rityadvisories/a
dsk-sa-201601
http://www.
autodesk.co
m/trust/secu
rityadvisories/a
dsk-sa-201601

7-8

A-AUT-FBX
S010217/16

A-AUT-FBX
S010217/17

A-AUT-FBX
S010217/18

8-9

9-10

Execute Code;
Overflow

25-01-2017 6.8

Execute Code;
Overflow

25-01-2017 7.5

pointers.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9305
Multiple buffer overflows in the
Autodesk FBX-SDK before
2017.1 can allow attackers to
execute arbitrary code when
reading or converting
malformed DFX format files.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9304
Multiple buffer overflows in the
Autodesk FBX-SDK before
2017.1 can allow attackers to
execute arbitrary code or cause
an infinite loop condition when
reading or converting
malformed FBX format files.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9303

http://www.
autodesk.co
m/trust/secu
rityadvisories/a
dsk-sa-201601
http://www.
autodesk.co
m/trust/secu
rityadvisories/a
dsk-sa-201601

A-AUT-FBX
S010217/19

NA

A-AVA-VSP
O010217/21

A-AUT-FBX
S010217/20

Avaya
Vsp Operating System Software
NA
NA
23-01-2017 10

Avaya Fabric Connect Virtual
Services Platform (VSP)
Operating System Software
(VOSS) before 4.2.3.0 and 5.x
before 5.0.1.0 does not properly
handle VLAN and I-SIS indexes,
which allows remote attackers
to obtain unauthorized access
via crafted Ethernet frames.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-2783

B2evolution
B2evolution
B2evolution is a content and community management system written in PHP and backed by a MySQL
database.
Cross Site
18-01-2017 3.5
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
https://githu A-B2EScripting
vulnerability in b2evolution
b.com/b2evo B2EVO6.7.5 and earlier allows remote
lution/b2evo 010217/22
authenticated users to inject
lution/comm
arbitrary web script or HTML via it/dd975fff7f
the site name.
ce81bf12f9c5
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7150
9edb1a9947
5747c83c
Cross Site
18-01-2017 4.3
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
https://githu A-B2EScripting
vulnerability in b2evolution
b.com/b2evo B2EVO6.7.5 and earlier allows remote
lution/b2evo 010217/23
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

attackers to inject arbitrary web
script or HTML via vectors
related to the autolink function.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7149

lution/comm
it/9a4ab854
39d1b838ee
7b8eeebbf59
174bb78781
1

The Bzrtp library (aka libbzrtp)
1.0.x before 1.0.4 allows man-inthe-middle attackers to conduct
spoofing attacks by leveraging a
missing HVI check on DHPart2
packet reception.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6271

https://githu A-BZRb.com/Belled BZRTPonneCommu 010217/24
nications/bzr
tp/commit/b
bb1e6e2f467
ee4bd7b9a8c
800e4f07343
d7d99b

Bzrtp Project
Bzrtp
NA
NA

18-01-2017 5

CA
Service Desk Management; Service Desk Manager
IT Service Desk by CA Technologies provides innovative change management and extensive
automation for your IT service management.
NA
18-01-2017 5.5
RESTful web services in CA
https://www A-CA-SERVIService Desk Manager 12.9 and
.ca.com/us/s 010217/25
CA Service Desk Management
ervices14.1 might allow remote
support/caauthenticated users to read or
support/camodify task information by
supportleveraging incorrect permissions online/produ
applied to a RESTful request.
ctREFERENCE: CVE-2016-10086 content/reco
mmendedreading/secu
ritynotices/ca20
170109-01securitynotice-for-caservice-deskmanager.htm
l
Cakephp
Cakephp
CakePHP is an open-source web, rapid development framework that makes building web applications
simpler, faster and require less code.
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

23-01-2017 5

The clientIp function in CakePHP
3.2.4 and earlier allows remote
attackers to spoof their IP via the
CLIENT-IP HTTP header.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-4793

https://bake
ry.cakephp.o
rg/2016/03/
13/cakephp_
2613_2711_2
82_3017_311
2_325_releas
ed.html

A-CAKCAKEP010217/26

Cisco
Asr 5000 Series Software
The Cisco ASR 5000 Series was developed to address the anticipated increase in
requirements that the next generation of the mobile Internet will bring.
Denial of
26-01-2017 5
An IKE Packet Parsing Denial of https://tools.
Service
Service Vulnerability in the
cisco.com/se
ipsecmgr process of Cisco ASR
curity/center
5000 Software could allow an
/content/Cis
unauthenticated, remote
coSecurityAd
attacker to cause the ipsecmgr
visory/ciscoprocess to reload. More
saInformation: CSCuy06917
20170118CSCuy45036 CSCuy59525.
asr
Known Affected Releases:
20.0.0 20.0.M0.62842 20.0.v0
20.0.M0.63229 20.1.0 20.1.a0
20.1.v0 21.0.0 21.0.v0. Known
Fixed Releases: 20.0.0
20.0.0.63250 20.0.M0.63148
20.0.R0.63294 20.0.R0.63316
20.0.V0.63170 20.0.VG0.63188
20.0.v0 20.0.v0.64175
20.0.vg0.63522 20.1.A0.63166
20.2.A0.63174 20.1.A0.63232
20.2.A0.63237 20.0.M0.63226
20.0.M0.63229 20.0.R0.63294
20.0.R0.63316 20.0.V0.63263
20.0.VG0.63233 20.0.v0
20.0.v0.64175 20.0.vg0.63522
20.1.0 20.1.0.63959
20.1.M0.63876 20.1.T0.63886
20.1.V0.64231 20.1.VA0.64194
20.1.VB0.64210 20.1.a0
20.1.a0.64023 20.1.v0
20.1.v0.64607 20.2.A0.63895
21.0.0 21.0.0.65256
21.0.M0.63881 21.0.M0.64281
21.0.PP0.64366 21.0.V0.65052
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

performance
A-CIS-ASR
5010217/27

8-9

9-10

21.0.v0 21.0.v0.65831
21.0.vb0.65887 21.1.R0.65130
21.1.R0.65135.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9216
Email Security Appliance
Cisco Email Security Appliances defend mission-critical email systems at the gateway, and
automatically stop spam, viruses, and other threats.
Bypass
26-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in the content
https://tools. A-CISscanning engine of Cisco
cisco.com/se EMAILAsyncOS Software for Cisco
curity/center 010217/28
Email Security Appliances
/content/Cis
(ESA) could allow an
coSecurityAd
unauthenticated, remote
visory/ciscoattacker to bypass configured
samessage or content filters on
20170118the device. Affected Products:
esa
This vulnerability affects all
releases prior to the first fixed
release of Cisco AsyncOS
Software for Cisco Email
Security Appliances, both
virtual and hardware
appliances, if the software is
configured to apply a message
filter or content filter to
incoming email attachments.
The vulnerability is not limited
to any specific rules or actions
for a message filter or content
filter. More Information:
CSCuz16076. Known Affected
Releases: 9.7.1-066 9.7.1-HP2207 9.8.5-085. Known Fixed
Releases: 10.0.1-083 10.0.1087.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3800
Hybrid Meeting Server
A meeting server facilitates an online conference session between several endpoints.
Cross Site
26-01-2017 6.8
Vulnerability in Cisco Hybrid
https://tools. A-CISRequest
Meeting Server could allow an
cisco.com/se HYBRIForgery
unauthenticated, remote
curity/center 010217/29
attacker to conduct a cross-site /content/Cis
request forgery (CSRF) attack
coSecurityAd
against the user of the web
visory/ciscointerface. More Information:
saCSCvc28662. Known Affected
20170118CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Releases: 1.0.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9218

hms

Netflow Generation Appliance
The Cisco NetFlow Generation Appliance (NGA) 3140 redefines network visibility and establishes a
new standard for high-performance, cost-effective solutions for flow visibility.
Cross Site
26-01-2017 4.3
A vulnerability in the webhttps://tools. A-CISScripting
based management interface of cisco.com/se NETFLCisco NetFlow Generation
curity/center 010217/30
Appliance could allow an
/content/Cis
unauthenticated, remote
coSecurityAd
attacker to conduct a cross-site visory/ciscoscripting (XSS) attack against a sauser of the web-based
20170118management interface of an
nga
affected device. More
Information: CSCvb15229.
Known Affected Releases:
1.0(2).
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9222
Unified Communications Manager
Cisco Unified Communications Manager is an enterprise-class IP telephony call-processing system.
Cross Site
26-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in Cisco Unified
https://tools. A-CISScripting
Communications Manager
cisco.com/se UNIFIcould allow an unauthenticated, curity/center 010217/31
remote attacker to conduct a
/content/Cis
cross-site scripting (XSS) attack coSecurityAd
against a user of the web
visory/ciscointerface of an affected system. saMore Information: CSCvc20679. 20170118Known Affected Releases:
cucm1
12.0(0.99000.9). Known Fixed
Releases: 12.0(0.98000.176)
12.0(0.98000.414)
12.0(0.98000.531)
12.0(0.98000.536)
12.0(0.98000.6)
12.0(0.98500.8).
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3802
Cross Site
26-01-2017 4.3
A cross-site scripting (XSS)
https://tools. A-CISScripting;
filter bypass vulnerability in the cisco.com/se UNIFIBypass
web-based management
curity/center 010217/32
interface of Cisco Unified
/content/Cis
Communications Manager
coSecurityAd
could allow an unauthenticated, visory/ciscoremote attacker to mount XSS
saattacks against a user of an
20170118CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

affected device. More
cucm
Information: CSCvb97237.
Known Affected Releases:
11.0(1.10000.10)
11.5(1.10000.6). Known Fixed
Releases: 11.5(1.12029.1)
11.5(1.12900.11)
12.0(0.98000.369)
12.0(0.98000.370)
12.0(0.98000.398)
12.0(0.98000.457).
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3798
Webex Meeting Center; Webex Meetings Server
Cisco WebEx, formerly WebEx Communications Inc. is a company that provides on-demand
collaboration, online meeting, web conferencing and videoconferencing applications.
NA
26-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in a URL
https://tools. A-CISparameter of Cisco WebEx
cisco.com/se WEBEXMeeting Center could allow an
curity/center 010217/33
unauthenticated, remote
/content/Cis
attacker to perform site
coSecurityAd
redirection. More Information:
visory/ciscoCSCzu78401. Known Affected
saReleases: T28.1.
20170118REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3799 wms4
Gain
26-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in Cisco WebEx
https://tools. A-CISInformation
Meetings Server could allow an cisco.com/se WEBEXunauthenticated, remote
curity/center 010217/34
attacker to view the fully
/content/Cis
qualified domain name of the
coSecurityAd
Cisco WebEx administration
visory/ciscoserver. More Information:
saCSCvb60655. Known Affected
20170118Releases: 2.7.
wms3
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3797
Execute Code 26-01-2017 6.5
Vulnerability in Cisco WebEx
https://tools. A-CISMeetings Server could allow an cisco.com/se WEBEXauthenticated, remote attacker curity/center 010217/35
to execute predetermined shell /content/Cis
commands on other hosts. More coSecurityAd
Information: CSCuz03353.
visory/ciscoKnown Affected Releases: 2.6.
saREFERENCE: CVE-2017-3796 20170118wms2
NA
26-01-2017 6.5
Vulnerability in Cisco WebEx
https://tools. A-CISMeetings Server could allow an cisco.com/se WEBEXauthenticated, remote attacker curity/center 010217/36
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Request
Forgery

26-01-2017

6.8

to conduct arbitrary password
changes against any nonadministrative user. More
Information: CSCuz03345.
Known Affected Releases: 2.6.
Known Fixed Releases: 2.7.1.12.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3795
Vulnerability in Cisco WebEx
Meetings Server could allow an
unauthenticated, remote
attacker to conduct a cross-site
request forgery (CSRF) attack
against an administrative user.
More Information: CSCuz03317.
Known Affected Releases: 2.6.
Known Fixed Releases: 2.7.1.12.
REFERENCE: CVE-2017-3794

/content/Cis
coSecurityAd
visory/ciscosa20170118wms1
https://tools. A-CIScisco.com/se WEBEXcurity/center 010217/37
/content/Cis
coSecurityAd
visory/ciscosa20170118wms

Citrix
Provisioning Services
Citrix Provisioning Services (PVS) allows you to have a single instance
XenApp and/or XenDesktop VMs
Gain
18-01-2017 5
Citrix Provisioning Services
Information
before 7.12 allows attackers to
obtain sensitive information
from kernel memory via
unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9680
Execute Code; 18-01-2017 7.5
Citrix Provisioning Services
Overflow
before 7.12 allows attackers to
execute arbitrary code by
overwriting a function pointer.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9679
Execute Code 18-01-2017 7.5
Use-after-free vulnerability in
Citrix Provisioning Services
before 7.12 allows attackers to
execute arbitrary code via
unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9678
Gain
18-01-2017 5
Citrix Provisioning Services
Information
before 7.12 allows attackers to
obtain sensitive kernel address
information via unspecified
vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9677
Execute Code; 18-01-2017 7.5
Buffer overflow in Citrix
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

image management of your
https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219580

A-CITPROVI010217/38

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219580

A-CITPROVI010217/39

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219580

A-CITPROVI010217/40

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219580

A-CITPROVI010217/41

https://supp

A-CIT-

7-8

8-9

9-10

Overflow

Provisioning Services before
7.12 allows attackers to execute
arbitrary code via unspecified
vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9676

ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219580

PROVI010217/42

Citrix; Qemu
Xenserver/Qemu
XenServer is the leading open source virtualization platform, powered by the Xen hypervisor/ QEMU
is a generic and open source machine emulator and virtualizer.
Gain Privileges 23-01-2017 6.9
Race condition in QEMU in Xen http://xenbit A-CITallows local x86 HVM guest OS
s.xen.org/xsa XENSEadministrators to gain
/advisory010217/43
privileges by changing certain
197.html
data on shared rings, aka a
"double fetch" vulnerability.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9381
Cmsmadesimple
CMS Made Simple
CMS Made Simple is a open source content management system
Cross Site
16-01-2017 6
Cross-site request forgery
NA
Request
(CSRF) vulnerability in CMS
Forgery
Made Simple before 2.1.6
allows remote attackers to
hijack the authentication of
administrators for requests that
create accounts via an
admin/adduser.php request.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7904
Cryptsetup Project

A-CMSCMSM010217/44

Cryptsetup
Cryptsetup is a utility used to conveniently set-up disk encryption based on DMCrypt kernel module.
NA
23-01-2017 7.2
The Debian initrd script for the NA
A-CRYcryptsetup package 2:1.7.3-2
CRYPTand earlier allows physically
010217/45
proximate attackers to gain
shell access via many log in
attempts with an invalid
password.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-4484
Doorkeeper Project
Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper is an OAuth 2 provider for Rails app.
NA
23-01-2017 6.4
The Doorkeeper gem before
4.2.0 for Ruby might allow
remote attackers to conduct
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

https://githu
b.com/doork
eeper6-7

7-8

A-DOODOORK010217/46
8-9

9-10

replay attacks or revoke
arbitrary tokens by leveraging
failure to implement the OAuth
2.0 Token Revocation
specification.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6582

gem/doorkee
per/issues/8
75

Elfden
Eshop Plugin
eShop is an accessible shopping cart plugin for WordPress.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 6.5
Multiple SQL injection
NA
A-ELFSQL Injection
vulnerabilities in eshopESHOPorders.php in the eShop plugin
010217/47
6.3.14 for WordPress allow (1)
remote administrators to
execute arbitrary SQL
commands via the delid
parameter or remote
authenticated users to execute
arbitrary SQL commands via
the (2) view, (3) mark, or (4)
change parameter.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-0769
Cross Site
23-01-2017 4.3
Multiple cross-site scripting
NA
A-ELFScripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities in eshopESHOPorders.php in the eShop plugin
010217/48
6.3.14 for WordPress allow
remote attackers to inject
arbitrary web script or HTML
via the (1) page or (2) action
parameter.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-0765
EMC
Avamar Data Store; Avamar Virtual Edition
Avamar Data Store is a turnkey solution and the easiest way to deploy a physical Avamar server; EMC
Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) is a single-node non-RAIN (Redundant Array of Independent Nodes)
Avamar server
NA
25-01-2017 4.6
EMC Avamar Data Store (ADS)
http://www. A-EMCand Avamar Virtual Edition
securityfocus AVAMA(AVE) versions 7.3.0 and 7.3.1
.com/archive 010217/49
contain a vulnerability that may /1/540031/
allow malicious administrators 30/0/thread
to compromise Avamar servers. ed
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-8214
Documentum Administrator; Documentum Capital Projects; Documentum Taskspace;
Documentum Webtop
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Documentum Administrator (DA) is a WDK application and has a very similar user interface to
Webtop; EMC created Documentum Capital Projects, part of the EMC Documentum for Engineering,
Plant and Facilities Management solution suite; TaskSpace is the first new application for
Documentum D6 and the configurable framework is built on the Forms Builder technology; EMC
Documentum Webtop is Browser-based access to EMC Documentum content management.
Cross Site
23-01-2017 4.3
EMC Documentum WebTop
http://www. A-EMCScripting
Version 6.8, prior to P18 and
securityfocus DOCUMVersion 6.8.1, prior to P06; and .com/archive 010217/50
EMC Documentum TaskSpace
/1/540019/
version 6.7SP3, prior to P02;
30/0/thread
and EMC Documentum Capital
ed
Projects Version 1.9, prior to
P30 and Version 1.10, prior to
P17; and EMC Documentum
Administrator Version 7.0,
Version 7.1, and Version 7.2
prior to P18 contain a Stored
Cross-Site Scripting
Vulnerability that could
potentially be exploited by
malicious users to compromise
the affected system.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-8213
Rsa Security Analytics
RSA Security Analytics is a software that gives security operations teams complete visibility to detect,
investigate, and take targeted action against even the most advanced of attacks before they can impact
the business.
Cross Site
25-01-2017 4.3
EMC RSA Security Analytics
http://www. A-EMC-RSA
Scripting
10.5.3 and 10.6.2 contains fixes securityfocus Sfor a Reflected Cross-Site
.com/archive 010217/51
Scripting vulnerability that
/1/540032/
could potentially be exploited
30/0/thread
by malicious users to
ed
compromise the affected
system.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-8215
Exponentcms
Exponent Cms
Exponent CMS is an Open Source Content Management System, based on PHP, MySQL and the
Exponent Framework.
Cross Site
18-01-2017 4.3
Exponent CMS before 2.3.7 does https://expo A-EXPScripting
not properly restrict the types
nentcms.light EXPONof files that can be uploaded,
houseapp.co 010217/52
which allows remote attackers
m/projects/6
to conduct cross-site scripting
1783/tickets
(XSS) attacks and possibly have /1323CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Execute Code

23-01-2017 10

other unspecified impact as
demonstrated by uploading a
file with an .html extension,
then accessing it via the
elFinder functionality.
REFERENCE: CVE-2015-8684
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in Reset Your
Password module in Exponent
CMS before 2.3.5 allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary
web script or HTML via the
Username/Email.
REFERENCE: CVE-2015-8667

exponentcms-235-fileuploadcross-sitescriptingvulnerability
https://expo
nentcms.light
houseapp.co
m/projects/6
1783/tickets
/1320exponentcms-235cross-sitescriptingvulnerability
Exponent CMS 2.x before 2.3.7
http://www.
Patch 3 allows remote attackers exponentcms
to execute arbitrary code via
.org/news/s
the sc parameter to
how/title/se
install/index.php.
curity-noticeREFERENCE: CVE-2016-2242 closing-anexponentsecurityvulnerability

A-EXPEXPON010217/53

A-EXPEXPON010217/54

Ffmpeg
Ffmpeg
FFmpeg is a free software project that produces libraries and programs for handling multimedia data.
Denial of
23-01-2017 5
Heap-based buffer overflow in
https://www A-FFMService;
the decode_block function in
.ffmpeg.org/s FFMPEOverflow
libavcodec/exr.c in FFmpeg
ecurity.html
010217/55
before 3.1.3 allows remote
attackers to cause a denial of
service (application crash) via
vectors involving tile positions.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6920
Overflow
23-01-2017 7.5
Integer overflow in the
http://git.vid A-FFMmov_build_index function in
eolan.org/git FFMPElibavformat/mov.c in FFmpeg
web.cgi/ffmp 010217/56
before 2.8.8, 3.0.x before 3.0.3
eg.git/?a=co
and 3.1.x before 3.1.1 allows
mmit;h=8a32
remote attackers to have
21cc67a516d
unspecified impact via vectors
fc1700bdae3
involving sample size.
566ec52c7ee
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6164 823
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Firejail
Firejail
Firejail is a SUID program that reduces the risk of security breaches by restricting the running
environment of untrusted applications using Linux namespaces and seccomp-bpf.
Execute Code
19-01-2017 7.2
Firejail 0.9.38.4 allows local
NA
A-FIR-FIREJusers to execute arbitrary
010217/57
commands outside of the
sandbox via a crafted TIOCSTI
ioctl call.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9016
Giflib Project
Giflib
The GIFLIB project maintains the giflib service library, which has been pulling images out of GIFs since
1989
NA
23-01-2017 7.5
Multiple use-after-free and
https://sourc A-GIF-GIFLIdouble-free vulnerabilities in
eforge.net/p/ 010217/58
gifcolor.c in GIFLIB 5.1.2 have
giflib/bugs/8
unspecified impact and attack
3/
vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-3177
Gitlab
Gitlab
GitLab is a web-based Git repository manager with wiki and issue tracking features, using an open
source license, developed by GitLab Inc.
NA
23-01-2017 6.5
The impersonate feature in
https://abou A-GITGitlab 8.7.0, 8.6.0 through 8.6.7, t.gitlab.com/ GITLA8.5.0 through 8.5.11, 8.4.0
2016/05/02 010217/59
through 8.4.9, 8.3.0 through
/Reference:
8.3.8, and 8.2.0 through 8.2.4
CVE-2016allows remote authenticated
4340users to "log in" as any other
patches/
user via unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-4340
GNU
Bash
Bash is a Unix shell and command language written by Brian Fox for the GNU Project as a free
software replacement for the Bourne shell.
Bypass
23-01-2017 2.1
popd in bash might allow local
NA
A-GNUusers to bypass the restricted
BASHshell and cause a use-after-free
010217/60
via a crafted address.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9401
Gnuchess Project
Gnuchess
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

GNU Chess is a free software chess engine which plays a full game of chess against a human being or
other computer program.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 7.5
Stack-based buffer overflow in
http://svn.sa A-GNUOverflow
the ValidateMove function in
vannah.gnu.o GNUCHfrontend/move.cc in GNU Chess rg/viewvc/c 010217/61
(aka gnuchess) before 6.2.4
hess?revision
might allow context-dependent =134&view=
attackers to execute arbitrary
revision
code via a large input, as
demonstrated when in UCI
mode.
REFERENCE: CVE-2015-8972
Google
Chrome
Google Chrome is a freeware web browser developed by Google.
Bypass
19-01-2017 4.3
Blink in Google Chrome prior to https://chro A-GOO55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows mereleases.g CHROMand Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for oogleblog.co 010217/62
Android incorrectly handled
m/2016/12/
iframes, which allowed a
stableremote attacker to bypass a no- channelreferrer policy via a crafted
update-forHTML page.
desktop.html
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9650
Cross Site
19-01-2017 4.3
Blink in Google Chrome prior to https://crbu A-GOOScripting
55.0.2883.75 for Linux,
g.com/63975 CHROMWindows and Mac executed
0
010217/63
javascript: URLs entered in the
URL bar in the context of the
current tab, which allowed a
socially engineered user to XSS
themselves by dragging and
dropping a javascript: URL into
the URL bar.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5226
Bypass
19-01-2017 4.3
Blink in Google Chrome prior to https://chro A-GOO55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows mereleases.g CHROMand Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for oogleblog.co 010217/64
Android incorrectly handled
m/2016/12/
form actions, which allowed a
stableremote attacker to bypass
channelContent Security Policy via a
update-forcrafted HTML page.
desktop.html
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5225
Bypass
19-01-2017 4.3
A timing attack on
https://crbu A-GOOdenormalized floating point
g.com/61585 CHROMCV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Overflow

19-01-2017 4.3

NA

19-01-2017 4.3

Bypass

19-01-2017 6.8

Gain
Information

19-01-2017 4.3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

arithmetic in SVG filters in Blink
in Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to bypass the Same
Origin Policy via a crafted
HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5224
Integer overflow in PDFium in
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit
heap corruption or DoS via a
crafted PDF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5223
Incorrect handling of invalid
URLs in Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to spoof the contents
of the Omnibox (URL bar) via a
crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5222
Type confusion in libGLESv2 in
ANGLE in Google Chrome prior
to 55.0.2883.75 for Mac,
Windows and Linux, and
55.0.2883.84 for Android
possibly allowed a remote
attacker to bypass buffer
validation via a crafted HTML
page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5221
PDFium in Google Chrome prior
to 55.0.2883.75 for Mac,
Windows and Linux, and
55.0.2883.84 for Android
incorrectly handled navigation
within PDFs, which allowed a
remote attacker to read local
files via a crafted PDF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5220
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

1

010217/65

https://crbu
g.com/65203
8

A-GOOCHROM010217/66

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/67

https://crbu
g.com/66085
4

A-GOOCHROM010217/68

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/69

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

NA

19-01-2017 4.3

Bypass

19-01-2017 4.3

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

A heap use after free in V8 in
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted
HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5219
The extensions API in Google
Chrome prior to 55.0.2883.75
for Mac, Windows and Linux,
and 55.0.2883.84 for Android
incorrectly handled navigation
within PDFs, which allowed a
remote attacker to temporarily
spoof the contents of the
Omnibox (URL bar) via a
crafted HTML page containing
PDF data.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5218
The extensions API in Google
Chrome prior to 55.0.2883.75
for Mac, Windows and Linux,
and 55.0.2883.84 for Android
incorrectly permitted access to
privileged plugins, which
allowed a remote attacker to
bypass site isolation via a
crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5217
A use after free in PDFium in
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to perform an out of
bounds memory read via a
crafted PDF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5216
A use after free in webaudio in
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to perform an out of
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/70

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/71

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/72

https://crbu
g.com/65309
0

A-GOOCHROM010217/73

https://crbu
g.com/61946
3

A-GOOCHROM010217/74

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

19-01-2017 4.3

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

Gain
Information

19-01-2017 4.3

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

Overflow

19-01-2017 6.8

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

bounds memory read via a
crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5215
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Windows
mishandled downloaded files,
which allowed a remote
attacker to prevent the
downloaded file from receiving
the Mark of the Web via a
crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5214
A use after free in V8 in Google
Chrome prior to 55.0.2883.75
for Mac, Windows and Linux,
and 55.0.2883.84 for Android
allowed a remote attacker to
potentially exploit heap
corruption via a crafted HTML
page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5213
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android insufficiently sanitized
DevTools URLs, which allowed
a remote attacker to read local
files via a crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5212
A use after free in PDFium in
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted
PDF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5211
Heap buffer overflow during
TIFF image parsing in PDFium
in Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://crbu
g.com/60153
8

A-GOOCHROM010217/75

https://crbu
g.com/65254
8

A-GOOCHROM010217/76

https://crbu
g.com/65313
4

A-GOOCHROM010217/77

https://crbu
g.com/64922
9

A-GOOCHROM010217/78

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/79

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

Cross Site
Scripting

19-01-2017 4.3

Execute Code;
Cross Site
Scripting

19-01-2017 4.3

Bypass

19-01-2017 6.8

Cross Site

19-01-2017 4.3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

PDF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5210
Bad casting in bitmap
manipulation in Blink in Google
Chrome prior to 55.0.2883.75
for Mac, Windows and Linux,
and 55.0.2883.84 for Android
allowed a remote attacker to
potentially exploit heap
corruption via a crafted HTML
page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5209
Blink in Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Linux and
Windows, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed possible
corruption of the DOM tree
during synchronous event
handling, which allowed a
remote attacker to inject
arbitrary scripts or HTML
(UXSS) via a crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5208
In Blink in Google Chrome prior
to 55.0.2883.75 for Mac,
Windows and Linux, and
55.0.2883.84 for Android,
corruption of the DOM tree
could occur during the removal
of a full screen element, which
allowed a remote attacker to
achieve arbitrary code
execution via a crafted HTML
page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5207
The PDF plugin in Google
Chrome prior to 55.0.2883.75
for Mac, Windows and Linux,
and 55.0.2883.84 for Android
incorrectly followed redirects,
which allowed a remote
attacker to bypass the Same
Origin Policy via a crafted
HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5206
Blink in Google Chrome prior to
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://crbu
g.com/66413
9

A-GOOCHROM010217/80

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/81

https://crbu
g.com/65590
4

A-GOOCHROM010217/82

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/12/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/83

https://crbu

A-GOO-

7-8

8-9

9-10

Scripting

Cross Site
Scripting

19-01-2017 4.3

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

Gain
Information

19-01-2017 4.3

Overflow

19-01-2017 6.8

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

55.0.2883.75 for Linux,
Windows and Mac, incorrectly
handles deferred page loads,
which allowed a remote
attacker to inject arbitrary
scripts or HTML (UXSS) via a
crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5205
Leaking of an SVG shadow tree
leading to corruption of the
DOM tree in Blink in Google
Chrome prior to 55.0.2883.75
for Mac, Windows and Linux,
and 55.0.2883.84 for Android
allowed a remote attacker to
inject arbitrary scripts or HTML
(UXSS) via a crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5204
A use after free in PDFium in
Google Chrome prior to
55.0.2883.75 for Mac, Windows
and Linux, and 55.0.2883.84 for
Android allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted
PDF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5203
A leak of privateClass in the
extensions API in Google
Chrome prior to 54.0.2840.100
for Linux, and 54.0.2840.99 for
Windows, and 54.0.2840.98 for
Mac allowed a remote attacker
to access privileged JavaScript
code via a crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5201
V8 in Google Chrome prior to
54.0.2840.98 for Mac, and
54.0.2840.99 for Windows, and
54.0.2840.100 for Linux, and
55.0.2883.84 for Android
incorrectly applied type rules,
which allowed a remote
attacker to potentially exploit
heap corruption via a crafted
HTML page.
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

g.com/64661
0

CHROM010217/84

https://crbu
g.com/63087
0

A-GOOCHROM010217/85

https://crbu
g.com/64421
9

A-GOOCHROM010217/86

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/11/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop_9.ht
ml
https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/11/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop_9.ht
ml

A-GOOCHROM010217/87

7-8

A-GOOCHROM010217/88

8-9

9-10

Overflow

19-01-2017 6.8

Execute Code

19-01-2017 6.8

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

NA

19-01-2017 6.8

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5200
An off by one error resulting in
an allocation of zero size in
FFmpeg in Google Chrome prior
to 54.0.2840.98 for Mac, and
54.0.2840.99 for Windows, and
54.0.2840.100 for Linux, and
55.0.2883.84 for Android
allowed a remote attacker to
potentially exploit heap
corruption via a crafted video
file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5199
V8 in Google Chrome prior to
54.0.2840.90 for Linux, and
54.0.2840.85 for Android, and
54.0.2840.87 for Windows and
Mac included incorrect
optimisation assumptions,
which allowed a remote
attacker to perform arbitrary
read/write operations, leading
to code execution, via a crafted
HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5198
The content view client in
Google Chrome prior to
54.0.2840.85 for Android
insufficiently validated intent
URLs, which allowed a remote
attacker who had compromised
the renderer process to start
arbitrary activity on the system
via a crafted HTML page.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5197
The content renderer client in
Google Chrome prior to
54.0.2840.85 for Android
insufficiently enforced the Same
Origin Policy amongst
downloaded files, which
allowed a remote attacker to
access any downloaded file and
interact with sites, including
those the user was logged into,
via a crafted HTML page.
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/11/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop_9.ht
ml

A-GOOCHROM010217/89

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/11/
stablechannelupdate-fordesktop.html

A-GOOCHROM010217/90

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/10/
chrome-forandroidupdate_31.ht
ml

A-GOOCHROM010217/91

https://chro
mereleases.g
oogleblog.co
m/2016/10/
chrome-forandroidupdate_31.ht
ml

A-GOOCHROM010217/92

7-8

8-9

9-10

REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5196
Gopivotal
Grails
Grails is an open source web application framework that uses the Apache Groovy
language.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 6.8
Cross-site request forgery
https://githu
Cross Site
(CSRF) vulnerability in Grails
b.com/sheeh
Request
console (aka Grails Debug
an/grailsForgery
Console and Grails Web
console/issu
Console) 2.0.7, 1.5.10, and
es/55
earlier allows remote attackers
to hijack the authentication of
users for requests that execute
arbitrary Groovy code via
unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6521
Graphicsmagick

programming
A-GOPGRAIL010217/93

Graphicsmagick
GraphicsMagick is a fork of ImageMagick, emphasizing stability of both programming API and
command-line options.
Denial of
18-01-2017 5
The WPG format reader in
NA
A-GRAService
GraphicsMagick 1.3.25 and
GRAPHearlier allows remote attackers
010217/94
to cause a denial of service
(assertion failure and crash) via
vectors related to a
ReferenceBlob and a NULL
pointer.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7997
Overflow
18-01-2017 7.5
Heap-based buffer overflow in
NA
A-GRAthe WPG format reader in
GRAPHGraphicsMagick 1.3.25 and
010217/95
earlier allows remote attackers
to have unspecified impact via a
colormap with a large number
of entries.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7996
Gstreamer Project
Gstreamer
GStreamer is a pipeline-based multimedia framework that links together a wide variety of media
processing systems to complete complex workflows.
Denial of
23-01-2017 6.8
The ROM mappings in the NSF
NA
A-GSTService;
decoder in gstreamer 0.10.x
GSTREExecute Code
allow remote attackers to cause
010217/96
a denial of service (out-ofCV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Gain
Information

23-01-2017 5

bounds read or write) and
possibly execute arbitrary code
via a crafted NSF music file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9447
The vmnc decoder in the
gstreamer does not initialize
the render canvas, which allows
remote attackers to obtain
sensitive information as
demonstrated by thumbnailing
a simple 1 frame vmnc movie
that does not draw to the
allocated render canvas.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9446

https://bugzi A-GSTlla.gnome.org GSTRE/show_bug.c 010217/97
gi?id=77453
3

Gstreamer Plugin
GStreamer uses a plug-in architecture which makes the most of GStreamer's functionality
implemented as shared libraries.
Denial of
23-01-2017 5
Integer overflow in the vmnc
https://bugzi A-GSTService;
decoder in the gstreamer allows lla.gnome.org GSTREOverflow
remote attackers to cause a
/show_bug.c 010217/98
denial of service (crash) via
gi?id=77453
large width and height values,
3
which triggers a buffer
overflow.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9445
Handlebars.js Project
Handlebars.js
Written in JavaScript, Handlebars.js is a compiler that takes any HTML and Handlebars expression and
compiles them to a JavaScript function.
Cross Site
23-01-2017 4.3
The handlebars package before NA
A-HANScripting
4.0.0 for Node.js allows remote
HANDLattackers to conduct cross-site
010217/99
scripting (XSS) attacks by
leveraging a template with an
attribute that is not quoted.
REFERENCE: CVE-2015-8861
Hexchat Project
Hexchat
HexChat is an open-source, cross-platform IRC client.
Denial of
18-01-2017 5
Stack-based buffer overflow in
Service;
the inbound_cap_ls function in
Overflow
common/inbound.c in HexChat
2.10.2 allows remote IRC
servers to cause a denial of
service (crash) via a large
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

NA

A-HEXHEXCH010217/100

7-8

8-9

9-10

Directory
Traversal

18-01-2017

6.8

number of options in a CAP LS
message.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-2233
Directory traversal
vulnerability in the client in
HexChat 2.11.0 allows remote
IRC servers to read or modify
arbitrary files via a .. (dot dot)
in the server name.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-2087

NA

A-HEXHEXCH010217/101

Hiteksoftware
Automize
Automize is an automation software suite to improve your productivity and save time.
NA
23-01-2017 4.3
Information Disclosure can
https://rasta
occur in sshProfiles.jsd in Hitek mouse.me/g
Software's Automize because of uff/2016/aut
the Read attribute being set for omize/
Users. This allows an attacker
to recover encrypted
passwords for SSH/SFTP
profiles. Verified in all 10.x
versions up to and including
10.25, and all 11.x versions up
to and including 11.14.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610104
NA
23-01-2017 4.3
Information Disclosure can
https://rasta
occur in encryptionProfiles.jsd
mouse.me/g
in Hitek Software's Automize
uff/2016/aut
because of the Read attribute
omize/
being set for Users. This allows
an attacker to recover
encrypted passwords for GPG
Encryption profiles. Verified in
all 10.x versions up to and
including 10.25, and all 11.x
versions up to and including
11.14.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610103
NA
23-01-2017 4.3
hitek.jar in Hitek Software's
https://rasta
Automize uses weak encryption mouse.me/g
when encrypting SSH/SFTP and uff/2016/aut
Encryption profile passwords.
omize/
This allows an attacker to
retrieve the encrypted
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

A-HITAUTOM010217/102

A-HITAUTOM010217/103

A-HITAUTOM010217/104

8-9

9-10

NA

23-01-2017

4.3

passwords from sshProfiles.jsd
and encryptionProfiles.jsd and
decrypt them to recover
cleartext passwords. All 10.x up
to and including 10.25 and all
11.x up to and including 11.14
are verified to be affected.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610102
Information Disclosure can
occur in Hitek Software's
Automize 10.x and 11.x
passManager.jsd. Users have
the Read attribute, which
allows an attacker to recover
the encrypted password to
access the Password Manager.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610101

https://rasta
mouse.me/g
uff/2016/aut
omize/

A-HITAUTOM010217/105

Idrix
True-crypt; Vera-crypt
True-Crypt is a discontinued source-available freeware utility used for on-the-fly encryption (OTFE);
Vera-Crypt is a free disk encryption software by IDRIX (https://www.idrix.fr) and that is based on
TrueCrypt 7.1a.
Execute Code
23-01-2017 4.4
Untrusted search path
NA
A-IDRvulnerability in the installer for
TRUECTrueCrypt 7.2 and 7.1a,
010217/106
VeraCrypt before 1.17-BETA,
and possibly other products
allows local users to execute
arbitrary code with
administrator privileges and
conduct DLL hijacking attacks
via a Trojan horse DLL in the
"application directory", as
demonstrated with the
USP10.dll, RichEd20.dll,
NTMarta.dll and SRClient.dll
DLLs.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-1281
Imagemagick
Imagemagick
ImageMagick is a free and open-source software suite for displaying, converting, and editing raster
image and vector image files.
Denial of
18-01-2017 4.3
magick/attribute.c in
https://githu A-IMACV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Service

ImageMagick 7.0.3-2 allows
remote attackers to cause a
denial of service (use-afterfree) via a crafted file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7906

Denial of
Service

18-01-2017

4.3

Denial of
Service

18-01-2017

4.3

Denial of
Service;
Overflow

18-01-2017

5

b.com/Image
Magick/Imag
eMagick/com
mit/d63a3c5
729df59f183
e9e110d5d8
385d17caaad
0
https://githu
b.com/Image
Magick/Imag
eMagick/issu
es/280

IMAGE010217/107

https://githu
b.com/Image
Magick/Imag
eMagick/com
mit/7afcf9f7
1043df15508
e46f079387b
d4689a738d
Integer overflow in the BMP
https://githu
coder in ImageMagick before
b.com/Image
7.0.2-10 allows remote
Magick/Imag
attackers to cause a denial of
eMagick/com
service (crash) via crafted
mit/4cc6ec8
height and width values, which a4197d4c00
triggers an out-of-bounds write. 8577127736
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6823 bf7985d6323
23

A-IMAIMAGE010217/109

MagickCore/profile.c in
ImageMagick before 7.0.3-2
allows remote attackers to
cause a denial of service (outof-bounds read) via a crafted
file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7799
The SGI coder in ImageMagick
before 7.0.2-10 allows remote
attackers to cause a denial of
service (out-of-bounds read)
via a large row value in an sgi
file.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7101

A-IMAIMAGE010217/108

A-IMAIMAGE010217/110

Infoblox
Netmri
NetMRI is the world's leading multi-vendor network automation solution.
HTTP
23-01-2017 4.3
CRLF injection vulnerability in
NA
Response
Infoblox Network Automation
Splitting
NetMRI before 7.1.1 allows
remote attackers to inject
arbitrary HTTP headers and
conduct HTTP response
splitting attacks via the
contentType parameter in a
login action to
config/userAdmin/login.tdf.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-6484
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

A-INFNETMR010217/111

7-8

8-9

9-10

Info-zip
Unzip
UnZip will list, test, or extract files from a .zip archive, commonly found on MS-DOS systems.
Denial of
18-01-2017 2.1
Buffer overflow in the zi_short https://bugs. A-INFService;
function in zipinfo.c in Info-Zip launchpad.ne UNZIPOverflow
UnZip 6.0 allows remote
t/ubuntu/+s 010217/112
attackers to cause a denial of
ource/unzip/
service (crash) via a large
+bug/16437
compression method value in
50
the central directory file
header.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9844
Denial of
18-01-2017 2.1
Buffer overflow in the list_files https://bugs. A-INFService;
function in list.c in Info-Zip
launchpad.ne UNZIPOverflow
UnZip 6.0 allows remote
t/ubuntu/+s 010217/113
attackers to cause a denial of
ource/unzip/
service (crash) via vectors
+bug/16437
related to the compression
50
method.
REFERENCE: CVE-2014-9913
Jcraft
Jsch
JSch is a pure Java implementation of SSH2, which allows you to connect to an sshd server and use
port forwarding, X11 forwarding, file transfer, etc., and you can integrate its functionality into your
own Java programs.
Directory
19-01-2017 4.3
Directory traversal
http://www.j A-JCR-JSCHTraversal
vulnerability in JCraft JSch
craft.com/jsc 010217/114
before 0.1.54 on Windows,
h/ChangeLog
when the mode is
ChannelSftp.OVERWRITE,
allows remote SFTP servers to
write to arbitrary files via a ..\
(dot dot backslash) in a
response to a recursive GET
command.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5725
Joomla
Joomla!
Joomla! is the mobile-ready and user-friendly way to build your website.
NA
23-01-2017 7.5
Joomla! 3.4.4 through 3.6.3
allows attackers to reset
username, password, and user
group assignments and
possibly perform other user
account modifications via
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://devel A-JOOoper.joomla.o JOOMLrg/security010217/115
centre/66120161003core7-8

8-9

9-10

unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-9081

accountmodifications
.html

Jwt Project
JWT
JSON Web Token (JWT) is a compact URL-safe means of representing claims to be transferred between
two parties.
NA
23-01-2017 5
The verify function in
https://githu A-JWT-JWTEncryption/Symmetric.php in b.com/emarr 010217/116
Malcolm Fell jwt before 1.0.3
ef/jwt/pull/2
does not use a timing-safe
0
function for hash comparison,
which allows attackers to
spoof signatures via a timing
attack.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-7037
Keepass
Keepass
KeePass is an open source password manager.
Execute Code
23-01-2017 5.1
The automatic update feature
https://sourc A-KEEin KeePass 2.33 and earlier
eforge.net/p/ KEEPAallows man-in-the-middle
keepass/disc 010217/117
attackers to execute arbitrary
ussion/3292
code by spoofing the version
20/thread/e
check response and supplying 430cc12/
a crafted update.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-5119
Landesk
Landesk Management Suite
LANDESK Management Suite is proven, reliable client management software that integrates with
multiple IT solutions.
Denial of
23-01-2017
7.5
Buffer overflow in the
NA
A-LANService;
collector.exe listener of the
LANDEExecute Code;
Landesk Management Suite
010217/118
Overflow
10.0.0.271 and earlier allows
remote attackers to cause a
denial of service and possibly
execute arbitrary code via a
large packet.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-3147
Lenovo
Edge Keyboard Driver; Slim Usb Keyboard Driver
NA
Execute Code
26-01-2017
4.6
Unquoted service path
vulnerability in Lenovo Edge
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

https://supp
ort.lenovo.co
6-7

7-8

A-LENEDGE 8-9

9-10

and Lenovo Slim USB
m/us/en/sol 010217/119
Keyboard Driver versions
utions/LENearlier than 1.21 allows local
11588
users to execute code with
elevated privileges.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-8225
Flex System X240 M5 Bios; Flex System X280 M6 Bios; Flex System X480 X6 Bios; Flex System X880
X6 Bios; Nextscale Nx360 M5 Bios; System X3250 M6 Bios; System X3500 M5 Bios; System X3550
M5 Bios; System X3650 M5 Bios; System X3850 X6 Bios; System X3950 X6 Bios
The Lenovo Flex System x240 M5 Compute Node is a high-performance server that offers enhanced
security, efficiency, and reliability features to handle business-critical workloads. The blade server is
based on the Intel Xeon E5-2600 v3 processors. It features up to 18 cores and uses new TruDDR4
Memory, which runs at speeds up to 2133 MHz; Flex System x280 X6, x480 X6, and x880 X6 Compute
Nodes are high-performance server offering improved virtualization with increased CPU performance,
memory capacity, and flexible configuration options; IBM NextScale System is the next generation of
dense computing. It is an open, flexible, and simple data center solution for users of technical
computing, grid deployments, analytics workloads, and large-scale cloud and virtualization
infrastructures; The Lenovo System x3250 M6 is an affordable, single-socket 1U rack solution for
small and medium businesses that need optimized performance and flexibility for future growth,
along with enterprise-class reliability, management, and security; The Lenovo System x3500 M5
server provides outstanding performance for your business-critical applications. Its energy-efficient
design supports more cores, memory, and data capacity in a scalable Tower or 5U Rack package that is
easy to service and manage; Designed in a compact, versatile 1U two-socket rack server, the Lenovo
System x3550 M5 rack server fuels almost any workload from infrastructure to high-performance
computing (HPC) to cloud or big data with leadership security, efficiency, and reliability; The x3850 X6
and x3950 X6 server provides support for reconfiguring a multi-node server into two independent,
stand-alone servers, also known as FlexNode.
Denial of
Service

26-01-2017

6.8

The BIOS in Lenovo System X
M5, M6, and X6 systems allows
administrators to cause a
denial of service via updating a
UEFI data structure.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016-8226

https://supp
ort.lenovo.co
m/us/en/sol
utions/LEN11306

A-LEN-FLEX
010217/120

Transition
Lenovo Transition automatically switches open applications like Power Point to full-screen mode
when the PC converts from normal notebook to tent, stand, or tablet modes. This program can be
installed in supported models such as Lenovo Miix and Lenovo Yoga.
Execute Code
26-01-2017
7.2
Privilege escalation
https://supp A-LENvulnerability in Lenovo
ort.lenovo.co TRANSTransition application used in m/us/en/pro 010217/121
Lenovo Yoga, Flex and Miix
duct_security
systems running Windows
/LEN-12508
allows local users to execute
code with elevated privileges.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

8227
Lha For Unix Project
Lha For Unix
LHa for UNIX is a console-based utility that uncompresses and compresses .lha packages.
Overflow
23-01-2017
7.5
Integer underflow in header.c NA
A-LHA-LHA
in lha allows remote attackers
Fto have unspecified impact via
010217/122
a large header size value for
the (1) level0 or (2) level1
header in a lha archive, which
triggers a buffer overflow.
REFERENCE: CVE-20161925
Libbpg
Libbpg
BPG (Better Portable Graphics) is a new image format. Its purpose is to replace the JPEG image format
when quality or file size is an issue.
Execute Code
26-01-2017
6.8
An exploitable heap write out NA
A-LIBof bounds vulnerability exists
LIBBPin the decoding of BPG images
010217/123
in Libbpg library. A crafted
BPG image decoded by libbpg
can cause an integer
underflow vulnerability
causing an out of bounds heap
write leading to remote code
execution. This vulnerability
can be triggered via
attempting to decode a
crafted BPG image using
Libbpg.
REFERENCE: CVE-20168710
Libdwarf Project
Libdwarf
Libdwarf is a C library intended to simplify reading (and writing) applications using DWARF2,
DWARF3.
Denial of
23-01-2017
4.3
The _dwarf_read_loc_section
NA
A-LIBService
function in dwarf_loc.c in
LIBDWlibdwarf 20160613 allows
010217/124
attackers to cause a denial of
service (buffer over-read) via
a crafted file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167410
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Libgd
Libgd
GD is an open source code library for the dynamic creation of images by programmers.
Denial of
26-01-2017
7.1
The gdImageCreate function
https://githu
Service
in the GD Graphics Library
b.com/libgd/
(aka libgd) before 2.2.4 allows libgd/blob/g
remote attackers to cause a
ddenial of service (system
2.2.4/CHANG
hang) via an oversized image. ELOG.md
REFERENCE: CVE-20169317
NA
26-01-2017
7.5
Double free vulnerability in
https://githu
the gdImageWebPtr function
b.com/libgd/
in the GD Graphics Library
libgd/commi
(aka libgd) before 2.2.4 allows t/a49feeae76
remote attackers to have
d41959d85e
unspecified impact via large
e733925a4cf
width and height values.
40bac61b2
REFERENCE: CVE-20166912
Denial of
26-01-2017
4.3
The dynamicGetbuf function
https://githu
Service
in the GD Graphics Library
b.com/libgd/
(aka libgd) before 2.2.4 allows libgd/blob/g
remote attackers to cause a
ddenial of service (out-of2.2.4/CHANG
bounds read) via a crafted
ELOG.md
TIFF image.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166911
Libical Project

A-LIBLIBGD010217/125

A-LIBLIBGD010217/126

A-LIBLIBGD010217/127

Libical
Libical is an Open Source implementation of the iCalendar protocols and protocol data units.
Denial of
18-01-2017
6.4
libical allows remote
NA
A-LIB-LIBICService
attackers to cause a denial of
010217/128
service (use-after-free) and
possibly read heap memory
via a crafted ics file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169584
Libtiff
Libtiff
Libtiff is a library for reading and writing Tagged Image File Format (abbreviated TIFF) files.
Denial of
18-01-2017
5
The TIFFFetchNormalTag
http://bugzil A-LIBService
function in LibTiff 4.0.6 allows la.maptools.o LIBTIremote attackers to cause a
rg/show_bug 010217/129
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of
Service

18-01-2017

4.3

Overflow

20-01-2017

4.3

Overflow

20-01-2017

4.3

Denial of
Service; Gain
Information

23-01-2017

6.4

denial of service (out-ofbounds read) via crafted
TIFF_SETGET_C16ASCII or
TIFF_SETGET_C32_ASCII tag
values.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169297
tiffsplit in libtiff 4.0.6 allows
remote attackers to cause a
denial of service (out-ofbounds read) via a crafted file,
related to changing td_nstrips
in TIFF_STRIPCHOP mode.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169273
Heap-based buffer overflow
in tif_packbits.c in libtiff 4.0.6
and earlier allows remote
attackers to crash the
application via a crafted bmp
file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165319
Stack-based buffer overflow
in the _TIFFVGetField function
in libtiff 4.0.6 and earlier
allows remote attackers to
crash the application via a
crafted tiff.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165318
The TIFFReadRawStrip1 and
TIFFReadRawTile1 functions
in tif_read.c in libtiff before
4.0.7 allows remote attackers
to cause a denial of service
(crash) or possibly obtain
sensitive information via a
negative index in a filecontent buffer.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166223

.cgi?id=2590

http://bugzil
la.maptools.o
rg/show_bug
.cgi?id=2587

A-LIBLIBTI010217/130

NA

A-LIBLIBTI010217/131

NA

A-LIBLIBTI010217/132

http://libtiff.
maptools.org
/v4.0.7.html

A-LIBLIBTI010217/133

Liferay
Liferay
Liferay makes software that helps companies create digital experiences on web, mobile and connected
devices.
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Directory
Traversal

23-01-2017

7.5

Directory traversal
vulnerability in Liferay 5.1.0
allows remote attackers to
have unspecified impact via a
%2E%2E (encoded dot dot)
in the minifierBundleDir
parameter to barebone.jsp.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166517

NA

A-LIFLIFER010217/134

Magento
Magento
Magento is an open-source e-commerce platform written in PHP.
Execute Code
23-01-2017
7.5
Magento CE and EE before
2.0.6 allows remote attackers
to conduct PHP objection
injection attacks and execute
arbitrary PHP code via crafted
serialized shopping cart data.
REFERENCE: CVE-20164010
Microsoft

https://mage A-MAGnto.com/secu MAGENrity/patches/ 010217/135
magento206-securityupdate

Skype
Skype is an application that provides video chat and voice call services. Users may exchange such
digital documents as images, text, video and any other, and may transmit both text and video
messages.
Execute Code
23-01-2017
7.2
Multiple untrusted search
http://seclist A-MICpath vulnerabilities in
s.org/fulldisc SKYPEMicrosoft Skype allow local
losure/2016 010217/136
users to execute arbitrary
/Sep/65
code and conduct DLL
hijacking attacks via a Trojan
horse (1) msi.dll, (2) dpapi.dll,
or (3) cryptui.dll that is
located in the current
working directory.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165720
Moment Project
Moment
Moment is used to parse, validate, manipulate, and display dates in javascript.
Denial of
23-01-2017
7.8
The duration function in the
https://node
Service
moment package before
security.io/a
2.11.2 for Node.js allows
dvisories/55
remote attackers to cause a
denial of service (CPU
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

A-MOMMOMEN010217/137

8-9

9-10

consumption) via a long
string, aka a "regular
expression Denial of Service
(ReDoS)."
REFERENCE: CVE-20164055
Moodle
Moodle
Moodle is a free and open-source software learning management system written
distributed under the GNU General Public License.
Cross Site
20-01-2017
4.3
In Moodle 3.x, there is XSS in
https://moo
Scripting
the assignment submission
dle.org/mod
page.
/forum/disc
REFERENCE: CVE-2017uss.php?d=3
2578
45915
NA
20-01-2017
5
In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, there is https://moo
incorrect sanitization of
dle.org/mod
attributes in forums.
/forum/disc
REFERENCE: CVE-2017uss.php?d=3
2576
45912
NA
20-01-2017
5
In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, the
https://moo
capability to view course
dle.org/mod
notes is checked in the wrong /forum/disc
context.
uss.php?d=3
REFERENCE: CVE-201643277
8644
NA
20-01-2017
4
In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, nonhttps://moo
admin site managers may
dle.org/mod
accidentally edit admins via
/forum/disc
web services.
uss.php?d=3
REFERENCE: CVE-201643276
8643
NA
20-01-2017
5
In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, the
https://moo
question engine allows access dle.org/mod
to files that should not be
/forum/disc
available.
uss.php?d=3
REFERENCE: CVE-201643275
8642
NA
20-01-2017
5
In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, web
https://moo
service tokens are not
dle.org/mod
invalidated when the user
/forum/disc
password is changed or
uss.php?d=3
forced to be changed.
39631
REFERENCE: CVE-20167038
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

in PHP and
A-MOOMOODL010217/138
A-MOOMOODL010217/139
A-MOOMOODL010217/140

A-MOOMOODL010217/141

A-MOOMOODL010217/142

A-MOOMOODL010217/143

8-9

9-10

Gain
Information

20-01-2017

5.8

NA

20-01-2017

5.8

Gain
Information

20-01-2017

5

In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, an
unenrolled user still receives
event monitor notifications
even though they can no
longer access the course.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165014
In Moodle 2.x and 3.x, text
injection can occur in email
headers, potentially leading to
outbound spam.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165013
In Moodle 3.x, glossary search
displays entries without
checking user permissions to
view them.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165012

https://moo
dle.org/mod
/forum/disc
uss.php?d=3
36699

A-MOOMOODL010217/144

https://moo
dle.org/mod
/forum/disc
uss.php?d=3
36698

A-MOOMOODL010217/145

https://moo
dle.org/mod
/forum/disc
uss.php?d=3
36697

A-MOOMOODL010217/146

Mustache.js Project
Mustache.js
Mustache is an open source logic-less template system developed for
Ruby, Python, PHP, and Java.
Cross Site
23-01-2017
4.3
mustache package before
Scripting
2.2.1 for Node.js allows
remote attackers to conduct
cross-site scripting (XSS)
attacks by leveraging a
template with an attribute
that is not quoted.
REFERENCE: CVE-20158862
Nodejs

languages such as JavaScript,
https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/62

A-MUSMUSTA010217/147

Node.js
Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform JavaScript runtime environment for developing a diverse
variety of tools and applications.
NA
23-01-2017
5
The tar package before 2.0.0
https://node A-NODfor Node.js allows remote
security.io/a NODE.attackers to write to arbitrary dvisories/57 010217/148
files via a symlink attack in an
archive.
REFERENCE: CVE-20158860
Gain
23-01-2017
5
The send package before
https://node A-NODInformation
0.11.1 for Node.js allows
security.io/a NODE.CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

23-01-2017

4.3

Denial of
Service

23-01-2017

7.8

Denial of
Service

23-01-2017

7.8

Denial of
Service

23-01-2017

7.8

Cross Site
Scripting;
Bypass

23-01-2017

4.3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

attackers to obtain the root
path via unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-20158859
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the serveindex package before 1.6.3 for
Node.js allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary
web script or HTML via a
crafted file or directory name.
REFERENCE: CVE-20158856
The semver package before
4.3.2 for Node.js allows
attackers to cause a denial of
service (CPU consumption)
via a long version string, aka a
"regular expression denial of
service (ReDoS)."
REFERENCE: CVE-20158855
The marked package before
0.3.4 for Node.js allows
attackers to cause a denial of
service (CPU consumption)
via unspecified vectors that
trigger a "catastrophic
backtracking issue for the em
inline rule," aka a "regular
expression denial of service
(ReDoS)."
REFERENCE: CVE-20158854
The ms package before 0.7.1
for Node.js allows attackers to
cause a denial of service (CPU
consumption) via a long
version string, aka a "regular
expression denial of service
(ReDoS)."
REFERENCE: CVE-20158315
The validator package before
2.0.0 for Node.js allows
remote attackers to bypass
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

dvisories/56

010217/149

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/34

A-NODNODE.010217/150

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/31

A-NODNODE.010217/151

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/23

A-NODNODE.010217/152

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/46

A-NODNODE.010217/153

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/43

A-NODNODE.010217/154

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting;
Bypass

23-01-2017

4.3

Cross Site
Scripting;
Bypass

23-01-2017

4.3

Cross Site
Scripting;
Bypass

23-01-2017

4.3

Cross Site
Scripting;
Bypass

23-01-2017

4.3

the cross-site scripting (XSS)
filter via hex-encoded
characters.
REFERENCE: CVE-20149772
The validator module before
1.1.0 for Node.js allows
remote attackers to bypass
the cross-site scripting (XSS)
filter via nested forbidden
strings.
REFERENCE: CVE-20137454
The validator module before
1.1.0 for Node.js allows
remote attackers to bypass
the cross-site scripting (XSS)
filter via vectors related to UI
redressing.
REFERENCE: CVE-20137453
The validator module before
1.1.0 for Node.js allows
remote attackers to bypass
the cross-site scripting (XSS)
filter via a crafted javascript
URI.
REFERENCE: CVE-20137452
The validator module before
1.1.0 for Node.js allows
remote attackers to bypass
the XSS filter via a nested tag.
REFERENCE: CVE-20137451

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/41

A-NODNODE.010217/155

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/41

A-NODNODE.010217/156

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/41

A-NODNODE.010217/157

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/41

A-NODNODE.010217/158

Novell
Open Enterprise Server
Open Enterprise Server provides all the enterprise networking, file, and print services
need on the most advanced Linux platform.
Directory
23-01-2017
7.8
Remote Manager in Open
https://www
Traversal
Enterprise Server (OES)
.novell.com/s
allows unauthenticated
upport/kb/d
remote attackers to read any
oc.php?id=70
arbitrary file, via a specially
18503
crafted URL, that allows
complete directory traversal
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

you trust and
A-NOVOPEN 010217/159

8-9

9-10

and total information
disclosure. This vulnerability
is present on all versions of
OES for linux, it applies to
OES2015 SP1 before
Maintenance Update 11080,
OES2015 before Maintenance
Update 11079, OES11 SP3
before Maintenance Update
11078, OES11 SP2 before
Maintenance Update 11077).
REFERENCE: CVE-20175182
Onelogin
Ruby-saml
The ruby SAML Identity Provider library is for implementing the server side of SAML authentication.
NA
23-01-2017
5
Ruby-saml before 1.3.0 allows http://www. A-ONEattackers to perform XML
openwall.co
RUBY-signature wrapping attacks
m/lists/oss- 010217/160
via unspecified vectors.
security/201
REFERENCE: CVE-20166/06/24/3
5697
Openslp
Openslp
The OpenSLP project is an effort to develop an open-source implementation of the
Location Protocol suitable for commercial and non-commercial application.
Overflow
23-01-2017
7.5
Buffer overflow in the
https://sourc
SLPFoldWhiteSpace function
eforge.net/p/
in common/slp_compare.c in
openslp/mer
OpenSLP 2.0 allows remote
curial/ci/34f
attackers to have unspecified b3aa5e6b49
impact via a crafted string.
97fa21cb614
REFERENCE: CVE-2016e480de36da
7567
5dbc9a/
Opera
Opera Browser
Opera is a web browser for Windows, macOS and Linux operating systems.
NA
26-01-2017
5.8
Characters from languages
http://www.
are such as Arabic, Hebrew
securityfocus
are displayed from RTL (Right .com/bid/92
To Left) order in Opera
701
37.0.2192.105088 for
Android, due to mishandling
of several unicode characters
such as U+FE70, U+0622,
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

IETF Service
A-OPEOPENS010217/161

A-OPEOPERA010217/162

8-9

9-10

U+0623 etc and how they are
rendered combined with (first
strong character) such as an
IP address or alphabet could
lead to a spoofed URL. It was
noticed that by placing
neutral characters such as "/",
"?" in filepath causes the URL
to be flipped and displayed
from Right To Left. However,
in order for the URL to be
spoofed the URL must begin
with an IP address followed
by neutral characters as
omnibox considers IP address
to be combination of
punctuation and numbers and
since LTR (Left To Right)
direction is not properly
enforced, this causes the
entire URL to be treated and
rendered from RTL (Right To
Left). However, it doesn't
have be an IP address, what
matters is that first strong
character (generally,
alphabetic character) in the
URL must be an RTL
character.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166908
Oracle
Advanced Outbound Telephony
Oracle Advanced Outbound Telephony is part of Oracle Interaction Center, and integrates seamlessly
with other Interaction Center applications, including Advanced Inbound Telephony and Scripting.
Execute Code;
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAOverflow
Advanced Outbound
oracle.com/t ADVANTelephony component of
echnetwork/ 010217/163
Oracle E-Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of
27-01-2017
Service; Execute
Code

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

5.8

2-3

unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173414
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/164
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173413
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/165
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173412
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/166
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of
Service; Gain
Information

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173411
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173410
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/167
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of
Service

27-01-2017

5.8

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173409
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/168
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/169
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173408
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/170
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

Directory
Traversal

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173407
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/171
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

Directory
Traversal;
Bypass

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173406
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/172
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

Gain
Information

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173405
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/173
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

Execute Code;
SQL Injection

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173404
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173403
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/174
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www.
oracle.com/t
echnetwork/
7-8

A-ORAADVAN010217/175
8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173402
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
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jan20172881727.htm
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9-10

Execute Code;
SQL Injection

CV
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Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173401
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
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person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173400
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
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this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173399
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
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some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173398
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173-4
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3397
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173396
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
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versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173395
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
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compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173394
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
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Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173392
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
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Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173391
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
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Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173390
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173389
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
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Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173388
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
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Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173387
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
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human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173386
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
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products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173385
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
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insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173384
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
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REFERENCE: CVE-20173414
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173413
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
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Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173412
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
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network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173411
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
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vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173410
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
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data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173409
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
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accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173408
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173407
Vulnerability in the Oracle
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Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173406
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
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12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173405
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
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Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173404
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
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significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173403
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
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well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173402
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
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impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173401
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173400
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
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(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173399
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
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unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173398
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
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attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173397
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
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unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173396
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
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Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173395
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173394
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Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173392
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
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12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173391
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
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Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173390
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
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Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173389
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
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Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173388
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/219
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173387
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173386
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/220
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www.
oracle.com/t
echnetwork/
7-8

A-ORAADVAN010217/221
8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173385
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/222
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173384
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/223
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173383
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/224
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173382
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/225
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173381
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/226
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

3380
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173379
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/227
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www.
oracle.com/t
echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20177-8

A-ORAADVAN010217/228

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173378
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

2881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/229
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173377
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/230
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173376
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/231
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173375
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/232
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173374
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Advanced Outbound
Telephony, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Advanced Outbound
Telephony accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Advanced
Outbound Telephony
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173373

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t ADVANechnetwork/ 010217/233
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

Application Object Library
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

An object library supplies a definition of an ActiveX component application by listing all the objects
the application contains and their members.
NA
27-01-2017 3.2
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAApplication Object Library
oracle.com/t APPLIcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/234
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: Patching).
advisory/cpu
Supported versions that are
jan2017affected are 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
2881727.htm
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
Oracle Application Object
Library executes to
compromise Oracle
Application Object Library.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Oracle Application Object
Library accessible data as well
as unauthorized access to
critical data or complete
access to all Oracle
Application Object Library
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 6.0
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173246
Application Testing Suite
Oracle Application Testing Suite is a comprehensive, integrated testing solution for Web applications,
Web Services, packaged Oracle Applications and Oracle Databases.
NA
27-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in the
http://www. A-ORAApplication Testing Suite
oracle.com/t APPLIcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/235
Enterprise Manager Grid
securityControl (subcomponent: Test advisory/cpu
Manager for Web Apps).
jan2017Supported versions that are
2881727.htm
affected are 12.5.0.3, 12.5.0.2 l
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

and 12.4.0.2. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Application Testing Suite.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Application Testing Suite
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 5.3 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173311
Applications DBA
NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

3.2

1-2

2-3

Vulnerability in the Oracle
Applications DBA component
of Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: Patching).
Supported versions that are
affected are 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
Oracle Applications DBA
executes to compromise
Oracle Applications DBA.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Oracle Applications DBA
accessible data as well as
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Applications DBA
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 6.0
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t APPLIechnetwork/ 010217/236
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

REFERENCE: CVE-20173286
Applications Manager
Use Applications Manager Software for server and application performance monitoring.
Gain
27-01-2017 3.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAInformation
Applications Manager
oracle.com/t APPLIcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/237
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: OAM Client). advisory/cpu
Supported versions that are
jan2017affected are 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
2881727.htm
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Applications Manager.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Applications Manager
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 4.9
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173277
Commerce Platform
Oracle's Commerce Platform allows businesses to innovate in time with market changes and expand
quickly to new touch points and geographies.
Gain
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAInformation
Commerce Platform
oracle.com/t COMMEcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/238
Commerce (subcomponent:
securityDynamo Application
advisory/cpu
Framework). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
10.0.3.5, 10.2.0.5 and 11.2.0.2. l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Commerce Platform.
Successful attacks require
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle Commerce
Platform accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 4.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173296
Common Applications
Oracle Common Application Calendar (CAC) eases management of daily activities, appointments, and
scheduling of resources.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORACommon Applications
oracle.com/t COMMOcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/239
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Common
Applications. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Common Applications,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173443
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Common Applications
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: Resources
Module). Supported versions
that are affected are 12.1.1,
12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3, 12.2.4,
12.2.5 and 12.2.6. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Common Applications.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Common Applications, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173328
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Common Applications
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t COMMOechnetwork/ 010217/240
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www.
oracle.com/t
echnetwork/
security7-8

A-ORACOMMO010217/241
8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

(subcomponent: Resources
Module). Supported versions
that are affected are 12.1.1,
12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3, 12.2.4,
12.2.5 and 12.2.6. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Common Applications.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Common Applications, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173327
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Common Applications
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: Role
Summary). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

advisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t COMMOechnetwork/ 010217/242
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

compromise Oracle Common
Applications. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Common Applications,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Common Applications
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173326
Customer Intelligence
Customer intelligence (CI) is the process of gathering and analyzing information regarding customerstheir details and their activities, in order to build deeper and more effective customer relationships
and improve strategic decision making.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORACustomer Intelligence
oracle.com/t CUSTOcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/243
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Customer
Intelligence. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
CV
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CV
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5.8

1-2

2-3

Oracle Customer Intelligence,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Customer Intelligence
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Customer Intelligence
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173360
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Customer Intelligence
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Customer
Intelligence. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Customer Intelligence,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Customer Intelligence
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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NA

27-01-2017

5.8

NA

27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

CV
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or delete access to some of
Oracle Customer Intelligence
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173359
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Customer Interaction History
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Customer
Interaction History.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Customer Interaction History,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Customer Interaction
History accessible data as well
as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Customer
Interaction History accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173442
Vulnerability in the Oracle
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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Customer Interaction History
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Customer
Interaction History.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Customer Interaction History,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Customer Interaction
History accessible data as well
as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Customer
Interaction History accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173441
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Customer Interaction History
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Customer
Interaction History.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Customer Interaction History,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Customer Interaction
History accessible data as well
as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Customer
Interaction History accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173440
Customer Relationship Management Technical Foundation
NA
Execute Code;
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
SQL Injection
CRM Technical Foundation
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
CV
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Execute Code;
SQL Injection
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vulnerability is in Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173420
Vulnerability in the Oracle
CRM Technical Foundation
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data as
3-4

4-5

5-6
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well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173419
Vulnerability in the Oracle
CRM Technical Foundation
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173418
Vulnerability in the Oracle
3-4
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CRM Technical Foundation
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173420
Vulnerability in the Oracle
CRM Technical Foundation
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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compromise Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173419
Vulnerability in the Oracle
CRM Technical Foundation
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle CRM
Technical Foundation, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
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Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle CRM Technical
Foundation accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173418
Database
An Oracle database is a collection of data treated as a unit.
NA
27-01-2017 6
Vulnerability in the OJVM
http://www.
component of Oracle
oracle.com/t
Database Server. Supported
echnetwork/
versions that are affected are security11.2.0.4 and 12.1.0.2. Easily
advisory/cpu
exploitable vulnerability
jan2017allows low privileged attacker 2881727.htm
having Create Session, Create l
Procedure privilege with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
OJVM. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in OJVM,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of OJVM. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 9.0
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173310
Database Server
A database server is the key to solving the problems of information management.
Gain
27-01-2017 2.1
Vulnerability in the RDBMS
http://www.
CV
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A-ORA8-9
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Information

Security component of Oracle
Database Server. The
supported version that is
affected is 12.1.0.2. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows low privileged attacker
having Local Logon privilege
with logon to the
infrastructure where RDBMS
Security executes to
compromise RDBMS Security.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of RDBMS Security
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 3.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173240

oracle.com/t DATABechnetwork/ 010217/255
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

Email Center
Oracle Email Center is a comprehensive e-mail response management system that helps manage high
volumes of incoming messages.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAEmail Center component of
oracle.com/t EMAILOracle E-Business Suite
echnetwork/ 010217/256
(subcomponent: User
securityInterface). Supported
advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan201712.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
2881727.htm
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Email
Center. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Email Center, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
CV
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5.8

1-2

2-3

data or complete access to all
Oracle Email Center
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Email Center
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173275
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Email Center component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Email
Center. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Email Center, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Email Center
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Email Center
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173-4
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3274
Flexcube Core Banking
Oracle FLEXCUBE Core Banking helps banks overcome the challenges of intense competition, reduced
margins, and increased customer expectations by creating a unique competitive advantage built upon
improved profitability and an extended customer reach.
NA
27-01-2017 3.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFLEXCUBE Core Banking
oracle.com/t FLEXCcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/258
Financial Services
securityApplications (subcomponent: advisory/cpu
Core). Supported versions
jan2017that are affected are 5.1.0,
2881727.htm
5.2.0 and 11.5.0. Difficult to
l
exploit vulnerability allows
low privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Core Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle FLEXCUBE
Core Banking accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 3.1
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168314
Flexcube Direct Banking
Oracle FLEXCUBE for Direct Banking addresses the new demands of financial institutions and enables
them to efficiently serve customers in virtual environments.
NA
27-01-2017 3.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFLEXCUBE Direct Banking
oracle.com/t FLEXCcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/259
Financial Services
securityApplications (subcomponent: advisory/cpu
Framework). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.0.2 and 12.0.3. Difficult to
l
exploit vulnerability allows
low privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Direct Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
CV
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Information

27-01-2017

4.3

data or complete access to all
Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct
Banking accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 5.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173297
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Direct Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Pre-Login). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.0.2 and 12.0.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct
Banking. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
FLEXCUBE Direct Banking,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle FLEXCUBE
Direct Banking accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.7
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173245

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t FLEXCechnetwork/ 010217/260
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
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Flexcube Investor Servicing
Oracle FLEXCUBE Investor Servicing delivers comprehensive functionality for all business processes
and manages complex workflows involving transfer agencies and fund distribution on a common
platform using industry standard tools.
NA
27-01-2017 4.9
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFLEXCUBE Investor Servicing oracle.com/t FLEXCcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/261
Financial Services
securityApplications (subcomponent: advisory/cpu
CV
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Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 12.0.1,
12.0.2,12.0.4,12.1.0 and
12.3.0. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Investor Servicing.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
FLEXCUBE Investor Servicing,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Investor
Servicing accessible data as
well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of Oracle
FLEXCUBE Investor Servicing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 5.4
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168316
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Investor Servicing
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 12.0.1,
12.0.2,12.0.4,12.1.0 and
12.3.0. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Investor Servicing.
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Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle FLEXCUBE
Investor Servicing accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 3.1
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165509
Flexcube Private Banking
Oracle FLEXCUBE Private Banking transforms the way wealth management service providers serve
and empower their affluent and high net-worth customers.
NA
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFLEXCUBE Private Banking
oracle.com/t FLEXCcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/263
Financial Services
securityApplications (subcomponent: advisory/cpu
Product / Instrument Search). jan2017Supported versions that are
2881727.htm
affected are 2.0.1, 2.2.0 and
l
12.0.1. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Private
Banking accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 4.3 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168308
NA
27-01-2017 3.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFLEXCUBE Private Banking
oracle.com/t FLEXCcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/264
Financial Services
securityApplications (subcomponent: advisory/cpu
Product / Instrument Search). jan2017Supported versions that are
2881727.htm
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affected are 2.0.1, 2.2.0 and
12.0.1. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle FLEXCUBE Private
Banking accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 5.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168300
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Product / Instrument Search).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.0.1, 2.2.0 and
12.0.1. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Private
Banking accessible data as
well as unauthorized read
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access to a subset of Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 6.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168282
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Product / Instrument Search).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.0.1, 2.2.0 and
12.0.1. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Private
Banking accessible data as
well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 5.4
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165623
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Product / Instrument Search).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.0.1, 2.2.0 and
12.0.1. Easily exploitable
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t FLEXCechnetwork/ 010217/266
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l
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jan20172881727.htm
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7-8

8-9

9-10

vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Private Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle FLEXCUBE
Private Banking accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165614
Flexcube Universal Banking
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal Banking is a real-time, online, comprehensive approach to core banking
requirements around the world, covering retail, corporate and investment banking functions.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFLEXCUBE Universal Banking oracle.com/t FLEXCcomponent of Oracle
echnetwork/ 010217/268
Financial Services
securityApplications (subcomponent: advisory/cpu
Core). Supported versions
jan2017that are affected are 12.0.0,
2881727.htm
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
l
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data as
well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of Oracle
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

4.3

NA

27-01-2017

3.6

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 6.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173314
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 4.7 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173236
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

4

Denial of

27-01-2017

7.5

1-2

2-3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows physical access to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data as
well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 3.5
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173235
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows low privileged attacker
with network access via HTTP
to compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 6.5
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168311
Vulnerability in the Oracle
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t FLEXCechnetwork/ 010217/271
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http://www.
7-8

A-ORA8-9

9-10

Service

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

27-01-2017

5

1-2

2-3

FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data as
well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 7.3
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168310
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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27-01-2017
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27-01-2017
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CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

Banking. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle FLEXCUBE
Universal Banking accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 5.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168307
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows physical access to
compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle FLEXCUBE
Universal Banking accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 2.1
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168305
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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NA

27-01-2017

5.5

1-2

2-3

via HTTP to compromise
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 4.3 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168301
Vulnerability in the Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
component of Oracle
Financial Services
Applications (subcomponent:
Core). Supported versions
that are affected are 11.3.0,
11.4.0, 12.0.1, 12.0.2, 12.0.3,
12.1.0 and 12.2.0. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows low privileged attacker
with network access via HTTP
to compromise Oracle
FLEXCUBE Universal Banking.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking accessible data as
well as unauthorized access to
critical data or complete
access to all Oracle FLEXCUBE
Universal Banking accessible
data. CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168297

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t FLEXCechnetwork/ 010217/276
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
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Oracle GlassFish Server is the world's first implementation of the Java
(Java EE) 6 specification.
Denial of
27-01-2017 7.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Service; Gain
GlassFish Server component
Information
of Oracle Fusion Middleware
(subcomponent: Security).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.1.1, 3.0.1 and
3.1.2. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle GlassFish
Server. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle GlassFish Server
accessible data as well as
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle GlassFish
Server accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of Oracle
GlassFish Server. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 7.3
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173250
Denial of
27-01-2017 7.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Service
GlassFish Server component
of Oracle Fusion Middleware
(subcomponent: Security).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.1.1, 3.0.1 and
3.1.2. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via LDAP to
compromise Oracle GlassFish
Server. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

Platform, Enterprise Edition
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27-01-2017
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1-2
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CV
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0-1

Oracle GlassFish Server
accessible data as well as
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle GlassFish
Server accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of Oracle
GlassFish Server. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 7.3
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173249
Vulnerability in the Oracle
GlassFish Server component
of Oracle Fusion Middleware
(subcomponent: Core).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.1.1, 3.0.1 and
3.1.2. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via SMTP to
compromise Oracle GlassFish
Server. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle GlassFish Server
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 4.3 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173247
Vulnerability in the Oracle
GlassFish Server component
of Oracle Fusion Middleware
(subcomponent:
Administration). Supported
versions that are affected are
3.0.1 and 3.1.2. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
3-4
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5-6
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8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

6.8

allows low privileged attacker
with logon to the
infrastructure where Oracle
GlassFish Server executes to
compromise Oracle GlassFish
Server. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle GlassFish
Server accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 3.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173239
Vulnerability in the Oracle
GlassFish Server component
of Oracle Fusion Middleware
(subcomponent: Security).
Supported versions that are
affected are 2.1.1, 3.0.1 and
3.1.2. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
Oracle GlassFish Server. While
the vulnerability is in Oracle
GlassFish Server, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
takeover of Oracle GlassFish
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
9.0 (Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165528

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t GLASSechnetwork/ 010217/281
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
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Installed Base
Oracle Install Base is an item instance life cycle tracking application that facilitates enterprise-wide life
cycle item management and tracking capability.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAInstalled Base component of
oracle.com/t INSTAOracle E-Business Suite
echnetwork/ 010217/282
(subcomponent: User
securityInterface). Supported
advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan2017CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1
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2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
2881727.htm
Easily exploitable
l
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Installed
Base. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Installed Base, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Installed Base
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Installed Base
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173361
Interaction Blending
NA
NA
27-01-2017

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

5.8

2-3

Vulnerability in the Oracle
Interaction Blending
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Interaction Blending.
Successful attacks require
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t INTERechnetwork/ 010217/283
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l

7-8

8-9

9-10

human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Interaction Blending, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Interaction Blending
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Interaction Blending
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173372
Istore
Oracle iStore is an electronic commerce application that enables companies to build,
personalize powerful, global and scalable Internet storefronts.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www.
iStore component of Oracle E- oracle.com/t
Business Suite
echnetwork/
(subcomponent: Address
securityBook). Supported versions
advisory/cpu
that are affected are 12.1.1,
jan201712.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3, 12.2.4,
2881727.htm
12.2.5 and 12.2.6. Easily
l
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle iStore. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle iStore, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
CV
Scoring
Scale
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6-7
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27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle iStore accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle iStore
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173368
Vulnerability in the Oracle
iStore component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle iStore.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
iStore, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle iStore accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle iStore
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173287
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isupport
Oracle iSupport provides a secure self-service web portal for customers and employees to get
immediate customer service 24x7.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAiSupport component of Oracle oracle.com/t ISUPPE-Business Suite
echnetwork/ 010217/286
(subcomponent: User
securityInterface). Supported
advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan201712.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
2881727.htm
Easily exploitable
l
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle iSupport.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
iSupport, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle iSupport accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle iSupport
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173371
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAiSupport component of Oracle oracle.com/t ISUPPE-Business Suite
echnetwork/ 010217/287
(subcomponent: User
securityInterface). Supported
advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan201712.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
2881727.htm
Easily exploitable
l
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
CV
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27-01-2017

5.8

1-2

2-3

network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle iSupport.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
iSupport, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle iSupport accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle iSupport
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173370
Vulnerability in the Oracle
iSupport component of Oracle
E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle iSupport.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
iSupport, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
3-4

4-5

5-6
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7-8

8-9

9-10

Oracle iSupport accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle iSupport
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173369
Jdeveloper
JDeveloper is a freeware IDE supplied by Oracle Corporation. It offers features for development in
Java, XML, SQL and PL/SQL, HTML, JavaScript, BPEL and PHP. JDeveloper covers the full development
lifecycle from design through coding, debugging, optimization and profiling to deploying.
Gain
27-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAInformation
JDeveloper component of
oracle.com/t JDEVEOracle Fusion Middleware
echnetwork/ 010217/289
(subcomponent: ADF Faces).
securitySupported versions that are
advisory/cpu
affected are 11.1.1.7.0,
jan201711.1.1.9.0, 11.1.2.4.0,
2881727.htm
12.1.3.0.0, 12.2.1.0.0,
l
12.2.1.1.0 and 12.2.1.2.0.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
JDeveloper. While the
vulnerability is in Oracle
JDeveloper, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle JDeveloper
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 5.8
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173255
JDK; JRE
JDK stands for Java SE Development Kit; JRE stands for Java Runtime Environment.
NA
27-01-2017 6.8
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
http://www. A-ORA-JDKJJava SE Embedded component oracle.com/t 010217/290
of Oracle Java SE
echnetwork/
CV
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27-01-2017

6.8

1-2
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(subcomponent: Hotspot).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 7u121
and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via multiple protocols to
compromise Java SE, Java SE
Embedded. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of Java SE, Java SE
Embedded. Note: This
vulnerability applies to Java
deployments, typically in
clients running sandboxed
Java Web Start applications or
sandboxed Java applets, that
load and run untrusted code
(e.g., code that comes from
the internet) and rely on the
Java sandbox for security.
This vulnerability does not
apply to Java deployments,
typically in servers, that load
and run only trusted code
(e.g., code installed by an
administrator). CVSS v3.0
Base Score 9.6
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173289
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
Java SE Embedded component
of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: Libraries).
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5

1-2

2-3

Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
7u121 and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via multiple protocols to
compromise Java SE, Java SE
Embedded. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of Java SE, Java SE
Embedded. Note: This
vulnerability applies to Java
deployments, typically in
clients running sandboxed
Java Web Start applications or
sandboxed Java applets, that
load and run untrusted code
(e.g., code that comes from
the internet) and rely on the
Java sandbox for security.
This vulnerability does not
apply to Java deployments,
typically in servers that load
and run only trusted code
(e.g., code installed by an
administrator). CVSS v3.0
Base Score 9.6
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173272
Vulnerability in the Java SE
component of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: Java Mission
Control). The supported
version that is affected is Java
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

advisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www.
oracle.com/t
echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
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9-10
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2-3

SE: 8u112. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE. Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Java SE accessible
data. Note: Applies to Java
Mission Control Installation.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 5.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173262
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
Java SE Embedded component
of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: Networking).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
7u121 and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via multiple protocols to
compromise Java SE, Java SE
Embedded. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Java SE, Java SE
Embedded accessible data.
Note: This vulnerability
applies to Java deployments,
typically in clients running
sandboxed Java Web Start
applications or sandboxed
Java applets, that load and run
untrusted code (e.g., code that
comes from the internet) and
rely on the Java sandbox for
security. This vulnerability
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

jan20172881727.htm
l
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l
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does not apply to Java
deployments, typically in
servers, that load and run
only trusted code (e.g., code
installed by an administrator).
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173261
Vulnerability in the Java SE
component of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: AWT).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 7u121
and 8u112. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE. Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Java SE,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of Java SE. Note: This
vulnerability applies to Java
deployments, typically in
clients running sandboxed
Java Web Start applications or
sandboxed Java applets, that
load and run untrusted code
(e.g., code that comes from
the internet) and rely on the
Java sandbox for security.
This vulnerability does not
apply to Java deployments,
typically in servers, that load
and run only trusted code
(e.g., code installed by an
administrator). CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.3
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
3-4
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5-6

6-7
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echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
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CV
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Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173260
Vulnerability in the Java SE
component of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent:
Deployment). Supported
versions that are affected are
Java SE: 6u131, 7u121 and
8u112. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE. Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Java SE accessible
data. Note: This vulnerability
applies to Java deployments,
typically in clients running
sandboxed Java Web Start
applications or sandboxed
Java applets, that load and
run untrusted code (e.g., code
that comes from the internet)
and rely on the Java sandbox
for security. This vulnerability
does not apply to Java
deployments, typically in
servers, that load and run
only trusted code (e.g., code
installed by an administrator).
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 3.7
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173259
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
Java SE Embedded component
of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: Networking).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
7u121 and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORA-JDKJoracle.com/t 010217/295
echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORA-JDKJoracle.com/t 010217/296
echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l
7-8

8-9

9-10

allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via multiple protocols to
compromise Java SE, Java SE
Embedded. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Java SE, Java SE
Embedded accessible data.
Note: This vulnerability
applies to Java deployments,
typically in clients running
sandboxed Java Web Start
applications or sandboxed
Java applets that load and run
untrusted code (e.g., code that
comes from the internet) and
rely on the Java sandbox for
security. This vulnerability
does not apply to Java
deployments, typically in
servers that load and run only
trusted code (e.g., code
installed by an administrator).
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173231
JDK; JRE; Jrockit
JDK stands for Java SE Development Kit; JRE stands for Java Runtime Environment; JRockit, a
proprietary Java virtual machine (JVM) originally developed by Appeal Virtual Machines and acquired
by BEA Systems in 2002, became part of Oracle Fusion Middleware as part of acquisition of BEA
Systems in 2008.
NA
27-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
http://www. A-ORA-JDKJJava SE Embedded, JRockit
oracle.com/t 010217/297
component of Oracle Java SE
echnetwork/
(subcomponent: 2D).
securitySupported versions that are
advisory/cpu
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
jan20177u121 and 8u112; Java SE
2881727.htm
Embedded: 8u111; JRockit:
l
R28.3.12. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
CV
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2.1

1-2

2-3

unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE, Java SE Embedded,
JRockit. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Java SE, Java SE
Embedded, JRockit. Note:
Applies to client and server
deployment of Java. This
vulnerability can be exploited
through sandboxed Java Web
Start applications and
sandboxed Java applets. It can
also be exploited by supplying
data to APIs in the specified
Component without using
sandboxed Java Web Start
applications or sandboxed
Java applets, such as through
a web service. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173253
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, JRockit
component of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: JAAS).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
7u121 and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111; JRockit:
R28.3.12. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE, Java SE Embedded,
JRockit. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORA-JDKJoracle.com/t 010217/298
echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l
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1-2

2-3

vulnerability is in Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, JRockit,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Java SE, Java SE Embedded,
JRockit accessible data. Note:
Applies to client and server
deployment of Java. This
vulnerability can be exploited
through sandboxed Java Web
Start applications and
sandboxed Java applets. It can
also be exploited by supplying
data to APIs in the specified
Component without using
sandboxed Java Web Start
applications or sandboxed
Java applets, such as through
a web service. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 5.8 (Integrity impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173252
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, JRockit
component of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: RMI).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
7u121 and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111; JRockit:
R28.3.12. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE, Java SE Embedded,
JRockit. While the
vulnerability is in Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, JRockit,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
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Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of Java SE, Java SE
Embedded, JRockit. Note: This
vulnerability can only be
exploited by supplying data to
APIs in the specified
Component without using
Untrusted Java Web Start
applications or Untrusted Java
applets, such as through a
web service. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 9.0 (Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173241
Vulnerability in the Java SE,
Java SE Embedded, JRockit
component of Oracle Java SE
(subcomponent: Networking).
Supported versions that are
affected are Java SE: 6u131,
7u121 and 8u112; Java SE
Embedded: 8u111; JRockit:
R28.3.12. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise Java
SE, Java SE Embedded,
JRockit. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Java SE, Java SE Embedded,
JRockit accessible data. Note:
Applies to client and server
deployment of Java. This
vulnerability can be exploited
through sandboxed Java Web
Start applications and
sandboxed Java applets. It can
also be exploited by supplying
data to APIs in the specified
Component without using
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORA-JDKJoracle.com/t 010217/300
echnetwork/
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

sandboxed Java Web Start
applications or sandboxed
Java applets, such as through
a web service. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 5.3 (Integrity impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165552
Knowledge Management
Oracle knowledge management products help you get knowledge out of silos - configure your
knowledgebase with flexible authoring rules and workflow.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAKnowledge Management
oracle.com/t KNOWLcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/301
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Knowledge Management.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Knowledge Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-2017CV
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3367
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Knowledge Management
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Knowledge Management.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Knowledge Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173366
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Knowledge Management
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
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Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Knowledge Management.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Knowledge Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173365
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Knowledge Management
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Knowledge Management.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Knowledge Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173364
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Knowledge Management
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Knowledge Management.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Knowledge Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
3-4
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5-6

6-7
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Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173363
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Knowledge Management
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Knowledge Management.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Knowledge Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Knowledge
Management accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
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REFERENCE: CVE-20173362
Leads Management
Oracle Leads Management provides solutions to automate and optimize prospect-to-sales conversion
across the enterprise.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORALeads Management
oracle.com/t LEADScomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/307
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Leads
Management. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Leads Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Leads Management
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Leads Management
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173279
Marketing
Oracle Marketing is an internet-based marketing management application, which automates the
entire marketing process, evaluates return on investment (ROI), and facilitates continuous
improvements in campaign performance.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORACV
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Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173358
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
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Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173357
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
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data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173354
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173353
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
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(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173352
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173351
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
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to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173350
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173349
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
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versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173348
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
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vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173346
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
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Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173344
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173343
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
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12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173341
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
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significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173340
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
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impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173339
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173338
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
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vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173336
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
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this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173335
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173-4
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3334
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Marketing component of
Oracle E-Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Marketing. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Marketing, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Marketing accessible
data as well as unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Oracle Marketing
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173333
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MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS).
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Vulnerability in the MySQL
http://www. A-ORAServer component of Oracle
oracle.com/t MYSQLMySQL (subcomponent:
echnetwork/ 010217/328
Server: Security: Encryption). securitySupported versions that are
advisory/cpu
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network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized read access to a
subset of MySQL Server
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 2.4
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173320
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: X Plugin). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.7.16 and earlier. Difficult to
exploit vulnerability allows
low privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
read access to a subset of
MySQL Server accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 3.1
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173319
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Error Handling).
Supported versions that are
affected are 5.5.53 and earlier,
5.6.34 and earlier and 5.7.16
and earlier. Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
MySQL Server executes to
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compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
MySQL Server accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.0
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173318
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Logging). Supported versions
that are affected are 5.5.53
and earlier, 5.6.34 and earlier
and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
MySQL Server executes to
compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of MySQL Server. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 4.0
(Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173317
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: MyISAM). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
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Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
MySQL Server executes to
compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
MySQL Server accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.7
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173313
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Packaging). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
MySQL Server executes to
compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
takeover of MySQL Server.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 6.7
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173312
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Packaging). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
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Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
MySQL Server executes to
compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
takeover of MySQL Server.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 6.3
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173291
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: DDL). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.6.34 and earlier and 5.7.16
and earlier. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173273
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Packaging). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Difficult to exploit
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vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with logon
to the infrastructure where
MySQL Server executes to
compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
MySQL Server accessible data
and unauthorized ability to
cause a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of MySQL Server. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 5.6
(Confidentiality and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173265
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: DDL). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173258
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
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MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: InnoDB). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.6.34 and earlier5.7.16 and
earlier. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173257
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Replication).
Supported versions that are
affected are 5.7.16 and earlier.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173256
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Optimizer). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.7.16 and earlier. Easily
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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exploitable vulnerability
allows high privileged
attacker with network access
via multiple protocols to
compromise MySQL Server.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of MySQL Server. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 4.9
(Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173251
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: DML). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173244
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Charsets). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier. Difficult to
exploit vulnerability allows
high privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
3-4
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6-7
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protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
4.4 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173243
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Optimizer). Supported
versions that are affected are
5.5.53 and earlier, 5.6.34 and
earlier and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173238
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Server component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Server: Replication).
Supported versions that are
affected are 5.6.34 and earlier
and 5.7.16 and earlier.
Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Server. Successful
3-4

4-5
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attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a hang or
frequently repeatable crash
(complete DOS) of MySQL
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
4.4 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168327
Mysql Cluster
MySQL Cluster is the industry's leading real-time, highly available database combining the flexibility of
a relational database with the benefits of open source.
Denial of
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the MySQL
http://www. A-ORAService
Cluster component of Oracle
oracle.com/t MYSQLMySQL (subcomponent:
echnetwork/ 010217/345
Cluster: General). Supported
securityversions that are affected are advisory/cpu
7.2.25 and earlier, 7.3.14 and
jan2017earlier and 7.4.12 and earlier. 2881727.htm
Difficult to exploit
l
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Cluster. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a partial
denial of service (partial DOS)
of MySQL Cluster. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 3.7 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173323
Denial of
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the MySQL
http://www. A-ORAService
Cluster component of Oracle
oracle.com/t MYSQLMySQL (subcomponent:
echnetwork/ 010217/346
Cluster: NDBAPI). Supported
securityversions that are affected are advisory/cpu
7.2.25 and earlier, 7.3.14 and
jan2017earlier, 7.4.12 and earlier and 2881727.htm
. Difficult to exploit
l
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
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MySQL Cluster. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a partial
denial of service (partial DOS)
of MySQL Cluster. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 3.7 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173322
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Cluster component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Cluster: General). Supported
versions that are affected are
7.2.19 and earlier, 7.3.8 and
earlier and 7.4.5 and earlier.
Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Cluster. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
ability to cause a partial
denial of service (partial DOS)
of MySQL Cluster. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 3.7 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173321
Vulnerability in the MySQL
Cluster component of Oracle
MySQL (subcomponent:
Cluster: NDBAPI). Supported
versions that are affected are
7.2.26 and earlier, 7.3.14 and
earlier and 7.4.12 and earlier.
Difficult to exploit
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
MySQL Cluster. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
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can result in unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of MySQL Cluster
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of MySQL
Cluster. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
4.8 (Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165541
Mysql Enterprise Monitor
MySQL Enterprise Monitor provides real-time visibility into the performance and availability of all
your MySQL databases.
NA
27-01-2017 6.5
Vulnerability in the MySQL
http://www. A-ORAEnterprise Monitor
oracle.com/t MYSQLcomponent of Oracle MySQL
echnetwork/ 010217/349
(subcomponent: Monitoring:
securityAgent). Supported versions
advisory/cpu
that are affected are
jan20173.1.3.7856 and earlier. Easily
2881727.htm
exploitable vulnerability
l
allows high privileged
attacker with network access
via TLS to compromise
MySQL Enterprise Monitor.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of MySQL Enterprise
Monitor. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
7.2 (Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165590
One-to-one Fulfillment
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment consists of a set of API calls, a server, and an administration user
interface called the Administration Console.
Denial of Service 27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORA-ONEOne-to-One Fulfillment
oracle.com/t Tcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/350
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
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12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173436
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
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other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173435
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
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Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173433
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
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REFERENCE: CVE-20173431
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173430
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
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12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173429
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
3-4
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interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173428
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
3-4
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data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173427
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
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impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173426
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173425
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
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versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173424
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
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attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173423
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
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unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173422
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
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(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173421
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173439
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
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Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173438
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-to3-4
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One Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173437
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
3-4
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this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173436
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
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Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173435
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173433
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
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(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173431
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
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compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173430
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
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products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173429
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
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accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173428
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173427
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle E3-4
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Business Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173426
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
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network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173425
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
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significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173424
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
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Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173423
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173422
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
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component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173421
Vulnerability in the Oracle
One-to-One Fulfillment
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: Request
Confirmatoin). The supported
version that is affected is
12.1.3. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
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compromise Oracle One-toOne Fulfillment. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle One-to-One
Fulfillment, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle One-to-One Fulfillment
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173278
Outside In Technology
Outside In Technology is a suite of software development kits (SDKs) that provides developers with a
comprehensive solution to extract, normalize, scrub, convert and view the contents of 600
unstructured file formats.
NA
27-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAOutside In Technology
oracle.com/t OUTSIcomponent of Oracle Fusion
echnetwork/ 010217/382
Middleware (subcomponent:
securityOutside In Filters ). Supported advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan20178.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
2881727.htm
exploitable vulnerability
l
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle Outside In
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Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173295
Outside In Technology
Outside In Technology is a suite of software development kits (SDKs) that provides developers with a
comprehensive solution to extract, normalize, scrub, convert and view the contents of 600
unstructured file formats.
NA
27-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAOutside In Technology
oracle.com/t OUTSIcomponent of Oracle Fusion
echnetwork/ 010217/383
Middleware (subcomponent:
securityOutside In Filters). Supported advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan20178.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
2881727.htm
exploitable vulnerability
l
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle Outside In
Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
CV
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In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173294
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters ). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Outside In Technology
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Outside In Technology
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of Oracle
Outside In Technology. Note:
Outside In Technology is a
suite of software development
kits (SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 8.6 (Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173293
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Outside In Technology
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Outside In Technology
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of Oracle
Outside In Technology. Note:
Outside In Technology is a
suite of software development
kits (SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
3-4
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5-6
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but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 8.6 (Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173271
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle Outside In
Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173270
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
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4-5
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component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle Outside In
Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173269
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
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Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle Outside In
Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173268
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle Outside In
Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
3-4
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CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 7.5 (Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173267
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Outside In Technology
component of Oracle Fusion
Middleware (subcomponent:
Outside In Filters). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.5.2 and 8.5.3. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Oracle Outside In Technology.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
takeover of Oracle Outside In
Technology. Note: Outside In
Technology is a suite of
software development kits
(SDKs). The protocol and
CVSS score depend on the
software that uses the Outside
In Technology code. The CVSS
score assumes that the
software passes data received
over a network directly to
Outside In Technology code,
but if data is not received over
a network the CVSS score may
be lower. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 9.8 (Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability
impacts).
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REFERENCE: CVE-20173266
Partner Management
Oracle's Partner Management solution enables companies to extend their business processes to work
collaboratively with distribution channel partners.
NA
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAPartner Management
oracle.com/t PARTNcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/391
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Partner
Management. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Partner Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Partner Management
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 4.7 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173283
NA
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAPartner Management
oracle.com/t PARTNcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/392
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
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Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Partner
Management. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Partner Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Partner Management
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 4.7 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173282
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Partner Management
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Partner
Management. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Partner Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7
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vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Partner Management
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 4.7 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173281
NA
27-01-2017 4.3
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAPartner Management
oracle.com/t PARTNcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/394
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Partner
Management. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Partner Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Partner Management
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 4.7 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173280
Peoplesoft Enterprise Human Capital Management Eperformance
Oracle's PeopleSoft Human Capital Management enables you to architect a global foundation for HR
data and improved business processes.
Gain Information 27-01-2017 4
Vulnerability in the
http://www. A-ORAPeopleSoft Enterprise HCM
oracle.com/t PEOPLCV
Scoring
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ePerformance component of
Oracle PeopleSoft Products
(subcomponent: Security).
The supported version that is
affected is 9.2. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows low privileged attacker
with network access via HTTP
to compromise PeopleSoft
Enterprise HCM
ePerformance. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
read access to a subset of
PeopleSoft Enterprise HCM
ePerformance accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 4.3
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173315

echnetwork/ 010217/395
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Peoplesoft Enterprise Peopletools
Since PeopleTools is the foundation for all PeopleSoft Enterprise Applications, it is
software management tool for all PeopleSoft customers.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the
http://www.
PeopleSoft Enterprise
oracle.com/t
PeopleTools component of
echnetwork/
Oracle PeopleSoft Products
security(subcomponent: Multichannel advisory/cpu
Framework). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
8.54 and 8.55. Easily
l
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
CV
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unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data
as well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 6.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173300
Vulnerability in the
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools component of
Oracle PeopleSoft Products
(subcomponent: PIA Search
Functionality). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.54 and 8.55. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data
as well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 6.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
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impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173299
Vulnerability in the
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools component of
Oracle PeopleSoft Products
(subcomponent: PIA Core
Technology). Supported
versions that are affected are
8.54 and 8.55. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data
as well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 6.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173298
Vulnerability in the
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools component of
Oracle PeopleSoft Products
(subcomponent: Integration
Broker). Supported versions
that are affected are 8.54 and
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8.55. Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise PeopleSoft
Enterprise PeopleTools.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 5.7
(Confidentiality impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173292
Vulnerability in the
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools component of
Oracle PeopleSoft Products
(subcomponent: Mobile
Application Platform).
Supported versions that are
affected are 8.54 and 8.55.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise PeopleSoft
Enterprise PeopleTools.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in PeopleSoft
Enterprise PeopleTools,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
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PeopleTools accessible data
as well as unauthorized read
access to a subset of
PeopleSoft Enterprise
PeopleTools accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 6.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168329
Primavera P6 Enterprise Project Portfolio Management
Primavera P6 Enterprise Project Portfolio Management is used to manage projects of any size with
this cloud-based, robust, and easy-to-use solution for globally prioritizing, planning, managing, and
executing projects, programs, and portfolios.
Denial of Service 27-01-2017 7.5
Vulnerability in the Primavera http://www. A-ORAP6 Enterprise Project
oracle.com/t PRIMAPortfolio Management
echnetwork/ 010217/401
component of Oracle
securityPrimavera Products Suite
advisory/cpu
(subcomponent: Web Access). jan2017Supported versions that are
2881727.htm
affected are 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 15.1, l
15.2, 16.1 and 16.2. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Primavera P6 Enterprise
Project Portfolio
Management. While the
vulnerability is in Primavera
P6 Enterprise Project
Portfolio Management,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Primavera P6 Enterprise
Project Portfolio Management
accessible data as well as
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Primavera P6 Enterprise
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Project Portfolio Management
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a partial denial of service
(partial DOS) of Primavera P6
Enterprise Project Portfolio
Management. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 10.0 (Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173324
Vulnerability in the Primavera
P6 Enterprise Project
Portfolio Management
component of Oracle
Primavera Products Suite
(subcomponent: Team
Member). Supported versions
that are affected are 8.2, 8.3,
8.4, 15.1, 15.2, 16.1 and 16.2.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Primavera P6
Enterprise Project Portfolio
Management. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
creation, deletion or
modification access to critical
data or all Primavera P6
Enterprise Project Portfolio
Management accessible data
as well as unauthorized
access to critical data or
complete access to all
Primavera P6 Enterprise
Project Portfolio Management
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.1
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173263
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Service Fulfillment Manager
Oracle Service Fulfillment Manager is designed to be an integrated management system that acts as a
coordinating link between different external systems.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAService Fulfillment Manager
oracle.com/t SERVIcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/403
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Service
Fulfillment Manager.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Service Fulfillment Manager,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Service Fulfillment
Manager accessible data as
well as unauthorized update,
insert or delete access to
some of Oracle Service
Fulfillment Manager
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173285
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAFulfillment Manager
oracle.com/t SERVIcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/404
Business Suite
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(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle
Fulfillment Manager.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle
Fulfillment Manager, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Fulfillment Manager
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Fulfillment Manager
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173284
Siebel Ui Framework
Siebel Open UI is an open architecture that you can use to customize
enterprise uses to display business process information.
NA
27-01-2017 4.9
Vulnerability in the Siebel UI
Framework component of
Oracle Siebel CRM
(subcomponent: Open UI).
The supported version that is
affected is 16.1. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows low privileged attacker
with network access via HTTP
CV
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to compromise Siebel UI
Framework. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Siebel UI Framework, attacks
may significantly impact
additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Siebel UI Framework
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Siebel UI Framework
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 7.6
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173330
Vulnerability in the Siebel UI
Framework component of
Oracle Siebel CRM
(subcomponent: EAI). The
supported version that is
affected is 16.1. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows unauthenticated
attacker with network access
via HTTP to compromise
Siebel UI Framework.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Siebel UI
Framework, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
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NA

27-01-2017 3.5

Siebel UI Framework
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Siebel UI Framework
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173325
Vulnerability in the Siebel UI
Framework component of
Oracle Siebel CRM
(subcomponent: Open UI).
The supported version that is
affected is 16.1. Difficult to
exploit vulnerability allows
low privileged attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Siebel UI
Framework. Successful
attacks of this vulnerability
can result in unauthorized
update, insert or delete access
to some of Siebel UI
Framework accessible data.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 3.1
(Integrity impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173264

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t SIEBEechnetwork/ 010217/407
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

Universal Work Queue
Oracle Universal Work Queue acts as an integration framework for work item delivery (screen pops)
to applications.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAUniversal Work Queue
oracle.com/t UNIVEcomponent of Oracle Eechnetwork/ 010217/408
Business Suite
security(subcomponent: User
advisory/cpu
Interface). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
l
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

SQL Injection

CV
Scoring
Scale

27-01-2017 5.8

0-1

1-2

2-3

network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Universal
Work Queue. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Universal Work Queue,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173417
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Universal Work Queue
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Universal
Work Queue. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Universal Work Queue,
attacks may significantly
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t UNIVEechnetwork/ 010217/409
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

SQL Injection

CV
Scoring
Scale

27-01-2017 5.8

0-1

1-2

2-3

impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173416
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Universal Work Queue
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Universal
Work Queue. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Universal Work Queue,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t UNIVEechnetwork/ 010217/410
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017 5.8

NA

27-01-2017 5.8

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173415
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Universal Work Queue
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Universal
Work Queue. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Universal Work Queue,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173417
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Universal Work Queue
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t UNIVEechnetwork/ 010217/411
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www.
oracle.com/t
7-8

A-ORAUNIVE8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

27-01-2017 5.8

0-1

1-2

2-3

component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Universal
Work Queue. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Universal Work Queue,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173416
Vulnerability in the Oracle
Universal Work Queue
component of Oracle EBusiness Suite
(subcomponent: User
Interface). Supported
versions that are affected are
12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

echnetwork/ 010217/412
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORAoracle.com/t UNIVEechnetwork/ 010217/413
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle Universal
Work Queue. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle Universal Work Queue,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle Universal Work Queue
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173415
Vm Virtualbox
Oracle VM VirtualBox is a free and open-source hypervisor for x86
developed by Oracle Corporation.
NA
27-01-2017 3.6
Vulnerability in the Oracle VM
VirtualBox component of
Oracle Virtualization
(subcomponent: VirtualBox
SVGA Emulation). Supported
versions that are affected are
VirtualBox prior to 5.0.32 and
prior to 5.1.14. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows low privileged attacker
with logon to the
infrastructure where Oracle
VM VirtualBox executes to
compromise Oracle VM
VirtualBox. While the
vulnerability is in Oracle VM
VirtualBox, attacks may
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

computers currently being
http://www. A-ORA-VM
oracle.com/t VIechnetwork/ 010217/414
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

CV
Scoring
Scale

27-01-2017 6

0-1

1-2

2-3

significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Oracle VM VirtualBox
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle VM VirtualBox.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 8.4
(Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173332
Vulnerability in the Oracle VM
VirtualBox component of
Oracle Virtualization
(subcomponent: GUI).
Supported versions that are
affected are VirtualBox prior
to 5.0.32 and prior to 5.1.14.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with
network access via multiple
protocols to compromise
Oracle VM VirtualBox.
Successful attacks require
human interaction from a
person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle VM
VirtualBox, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
takeover of Oracle VM
VirtualBox. CVSS v3.0 Base
Score 8.4 (Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173316
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORA-VM
oracle.com/t VIechnetwork/ 010217/415
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017 3.2

Denial of Service

27-01-2017 6.8

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

Vulnerability in the Oracle VM
VirtualBox component of
Oracle Virtualization
(subcomponent: Shared
Folder). Supported versions
that are affected are
VirtualBox prior to 5.0.32 and
prior to 5.1.14. Easily
exploitable vulnerability
allows high privileged
attacker with logon to the
infrastructure where Oracle
VM VirtualBox executes to
compromise Oracle VM
VirtualBox. While the
vulnerability is in Oracle VM
VirtualBox, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Oracle VM VirtualBox
accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle VM VirtualBox.
CVSS v3.0 Base Score 7.9
(Integrity and Availability
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173290
Vulnerability in the Oracle VM
VirtualBox component of
Oracle Virtualization
(subcomponent: GUI).
Supported versions that are
affected are VirtualBox prior
to 5.0.32 and prior to 5.1.14.
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle VM
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

http://www. A-ORA-VM
oracle.com/t VIechnetwork/ 010217/416
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

http://www. A-ORA-VM
oracle.com/t VIechnetwork/ 010217/417
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

7-8

8-9

9-10

VirtualBox. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle VM VirtualBox
accessible data as well as
unauthorized read access to a
subset of Oracle VM
VirtualBox accessible data
and unauthorized ability to
cause a partial denial of
service (partial DOS) of Oracle
VM VirtualBox. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 6.3
(Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20165545
Weblogic Server
WebLogic server is based on Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), the standard platform used to
create Java-based multi-tier enterprise applications.
NA
27-01-2017 7.5
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORAWebLogic Server component
oracle.com/t WEBLOof Oracle Fusion Middleware
echnetwork/ 010217/418
(subcomponent: Core
securityComponents). Supported
advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan201710.3.6.0, 12.1.3.0, 12.2.1.0 and 2881727.htm
12.2.1.1. Easily exploitable
l
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via T3 to
compromise Oracle WebLogic
Server. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
takeover of Oracle WebLogic
Server. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
9.8 (Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173248
Xml Gateway
With Release 11i.4 of the Oracle e-Business Suite, Oracle XML Gateway emerges as a key component of
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Oracle's application integration framework. XML Gateway is a set of services that allows for easy
integration with the Oracle e-Business Suite to create and consume XML messages triggered by
business events.
NA
27-01-2017 5.8
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. A-ORA-XML
XML Gateway component of
oracle.com/t GOracle E-Business Suite
echnetwork/ 010217/419
(subcomponent: Oracle
securityTransport Agent). Supported
advisory/cpu
versions that are affected are jan201712.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, 12.2.3,
2881727.htm
12.2.4, 12.2.5 and 12.2.6.
l
Easily exploitable
vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker with
network access via HTTP to
compromise Oracle XML
Gateway. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker and while the
vulnerability is in Oracle XML
Gateway, attacks may
significantly impact additional
products. Successful attacks of
this vulnerability can result in
unauthorized access to critical
data or complete access to all
Oracle XML Gateway
accessible data as well as
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Oracle XML Gateway
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 8.2
(Confidentiality and Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173303
Owncloud
Owncloud
OwnCloud is an open source, self-hosted file sync and share app platform.
NA
23-01-2017 4.3
ownCloud server before 8.2.6 https://ownc A-OWNand 9.x before 9.0.3, when the loud.org/sec OWNCLgallery app is enabled, allows urity/advisor 010217/420
remote attackers to download y/?id=oc-saarbitrary images via a direct
2016-010
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

request.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165876
Owncloud Desktop
The ownCloud Desktop Client enables you to keep existing workflows,
from your desktop to your ownCloud server.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 4.6
ownCloud Desktop before
Gain Privileges
2.2.3 allows local users to
execute arbitrary code and
possibly gain privileges via a
Trojan library in a "special
path" in the C: drive.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167102
Paessler

seamlessly syncing the files
https://ownc A-OWNloud.org/sec OWNCLurity/advisor 010217/421
y/?id=oc-sa2016-016

Prtg Network Monitor
PRTG is a network monitoring tool that helps you to ensure that your computer systems are running
smoothly and that no outages occur.
NA
23-01-2017 4
XML external entity
https://www A-PAE-PRTG
vulnerability in PRTG
.paessler.com Network Monitor before
/prtg/history 010217/422
16.2.23.3077/3078 allows
/stable#16.2.
remote authenticated users to 23.3077
read arbitrary files by
creating a new HTTP
XML/REST Value sensor that
accesses a crafted XML file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20157743
PHP
Pecl Http
PECL HTTP is a feature-rich PHP extension that allows you to make HTTP and HTTPS (SSL) requests
from your PHP code and handle the responses.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 7.5
Buffer overflow in the HTTP
https://pecl. A-PHP-PECL
Overflow
URL parsing functions in
php.net/pack pecl_http before 3.0.1 might
age/pecl_htt 010217/423
allow remote attackers to
p/3.0.1
execute arbitrary code via
non-printable characters in a
URL.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165873
PHP
PHP (recursive acronym for PHP- Hypertext Preprocessor) is a widely-used open source generalpurpose scripting language that is especially suited for web development and can be embedded into
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

HTML.
Denial of Service

24-01-2017 5

Denial of Service

24-01-2017 5

Denial of
Service; Execute
Code; Overflow;
Memory
Corruption

24-01-2017 7.5

Denial of
Service;
Overflow

24-01-2017 5

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

The php_wddx_pop_element
function in ext/wddx/wddx.c
in PHP 7.0.x before 7.0.15 and
7.1.x before 7.1.1 allows
remote attackers to cause a
denial of service (NULL
pointer dereference and
application crash) via an
inapplicable class name in a
wddxPacket XML document,
leading to mishandling in a
wddx_deserialize call.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610162
The object_common1 function
in
ext/standard/var_unserialize
r.c in PHP before 5.6.30, 7.0.x
before 7.0.15, and 7.1.x before
7.1.1 allows remote attackers
to cause a denial of service
(buffer over-read and
application crash) via crafted
serialized data that is
mishandled in a
finish_nested_data call.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610161
Off-by-one error in the
phar_parse_pharfile function
in ext/phar/phar.c in PHP
before 5.6.30 and 7.0.x before
7.0.15 allows remote
attackers to cause a denial of
service (memory corruption)
or possibly execute arbitrary
code via a crafted PHAR
archive with an alias
mismatch.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610160
Integer overflow in the
phar_parse_pharfile function
in ext/phar/phar.c in PHP
before 5.6.30 and 7.0.x before
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://githu A-PHP-PHPb.com/php/p 010217/424
hpsrc/commit/
8d2539fa0faf
3f63e1d1e76
35347c5b9e
777d47b

https://bugs.
php.net/bug.
php?id=7382
5

A-PHP-PHP010217/425

https://bugs.
php.net/bug.
php?id=7376
8

A-PHP-PHP010217/426

http://php.n
et/ChangeLo
g-5.php

A-PHP-PHP010217/427

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of Service

24-01-2017 5

7.0.15 allows remote
attackers to cause a denial of
service (memory
consumption or application
crash) via a truncated
manifest entry in a PHAR
archive.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610159
The exif_convert_any_to_int
function in ext/exif/exif.c in
PHP before 5.6.30, 7.0.x
before 7.0.15, and 7.1.x before
7.1.1 allows remote attackers
to cause a denial of service
(application crash) via crafted
EXIF data that triggers an
attempt to divide the
minimum representable
negative integer by -1.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610158

http://php.n
et/ChangeLo
g-5.php

A-PHP-PHP010217/428

Phpmailer Project
Phpmailer
PHPmailer is the PHP email transport class featuring multiple file attachments, SMTP servers, CCs,
BCCs, HTML messages, and word wrap, and more.
Gain Information 16-01-2017 2.1
An issue was discovered in
NA
A-PHPPHPMailer before 5.2.22.
PHPMAPHPMailer's msgHTML
010217/429
method applies
transformations to an HTML
document to make it usable as
an email message body. One
of the transformations is to
convert relative image URLs
into attachments using a
script-provided base
directory. If no base directory
is provided, it resolves to /,
meaning that relative image
URLs get treated as absolute
local file paths and added as
attachments. To form a
remote vulnerability, the
msgHTML method must be
called, passed an unfiltered,
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

user-supplied HTML
document, and must not set a
base directory.
REFERENCE: CVE-20175223
Python-jose Project
Python-jose
python-jose is a JOSE implementation in Python.
NA
23-01-2017 7.5
python-jose before 1.3.2
allows attackers to have
unspecified impact by
leveraging failure to use a
constant time comparison for
HMAC keys.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167036

https://githu A-PYTb.com/mpda PYTHOvis/python010217/430
jose/pull/35
/commits/89
b46353b9f61
1e9da38de3
d2fedf52331
167b93

Samsung
Exynos Fimg2d Driver
NA
Gain Information 18-01-2017 5

Denial of Service

18-01-2017 4.9

Use-after-free vulnerability in
the Samsung Exynos fimg2d
driver for Android with
Exynos 5433, 54xx, or 7420
chipsets allows attackers to
obtain sensitive information
via unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169279
The Samsung Exynos fimg2d
driver for Android with
Exynos 5433, 54xx, or 7420
chipsets allows local users to
cause a denial of service
(kernel panic) via a crafted
ioctl command.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169278

http://securi
ty.samsungm
obile.com/s
mrupdate.ht
ml#SMRNOV-2016

A-SAMEXYNO010217/431

http://securi
ty.samsungm
obile.com/s
mrupdate.ht
ml#SMRNOV-2016

A-SAMEXYNO010217/432

SAP
Netweaver
SAP NetWeaver is the primary technology computing platform of the software company SAP SE, and
the technical foundation for many SAP applications. It is a solution stack of SAP's technology products.
Gain Information 23-01-2017 5
The function msp (aka
NA
A-SAPMSPRuntimeInterface) in the
NETWEP4 SERVERCORE component
010217/433
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

in SAP AS JAVA allows remote
attackers to obtain sensitive
system information by
leveraging a missing
authorization check for the
(1) getInformation, (2)
getParameters, (3)
getServiceInfo, (4)
getStatistic, or (5)
getClientStatistic function, aka
SAP Security Note 2331908.
REFERENCE: CVE-20175372
Six Apart
Movable Type; Movable Type Open Source
Movable Type is a weblog publishing system developed by the company Six Apart.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 7.5
SQL injection vulnerability in https://mova A-SIXSQL Injection
the XML-RPC interface in
bletype.org/ MOVABMovable Type Pro and
news/2016/ 010217/434
Advanced 6.x before 6.1.3 and 06/movable_
6.2.x before 6.2.6 and Movable type_626_an
Type Open Source 5.2.13 and d_613_releas
earlier allows remote
ed.html
attackers to execute arbitrary
SQL commands via
unspecified vectors.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165742
Snort
Snort
Snort is an open-source, free and lightweight network intrusion detection system (NIDS) software for
Linux and Windows to detect emerging threats.
Execute Code
23-01-2017 6.8
Untrusted search path
NA
A-SNOvulnerability in Snort 2.9.7.0SNORTWIN32 allows remote
010217/435
attackers to execute arbitrary
code and conduct DLL
hijacking attacks via a Trojan
horse tcapi.dll that is located
in the same folder on a
remote file share as a pcap file
that is being processed.
REFERENCE: CVE-20161417
Sociomantic
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Git-hub
GitHub is a web-based Git or version control repository and Internet hosting service.
Execute Code
19-01-2017 7.5
sociomantic-tsunami git-hub
https://githu
before 0.10.3 allows remote
b.com/socio
attackers to execute arbitrary manticcode via a crafted repository
tsunami/gitname.
hub/issues/1
REFERENCE: CVE-201697
7794
Execute Code
19-01-2017 6.8
sociomantic-tsunami git-hub
https://githu
before 0.10.3 allows remote
b.com/socio
attackers to execute arbitrary manticcode via a crafted repository
tsunami/gitURL.
hub/issues/1
REFERENCE: CVE-201697
7793
Spip
Spip
SPIP is a publishing system for the Internet.
NA
18-01-2017 4.3
ecrire/exec/valider_xml.php
in SPIP 3.1.2 and earlier
allows remote attackers to
conduct server side request
forgery (SSRF) attacks via a
URL in the var_url parameter
in a valider_xml action.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167999
Execute Code
18-01-2017 6.5
The SPIP template
composer/compiler in SPIP
3.1.2 and earlier allows
remote authenticated users to
execute arbitrary PHP code by
uploading an HTML file with a
crafted (1) INCLUDE or (2)
INCLURE tag and then
accessing it with a valider_xml
action.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167998
Directory
18-01-2017 5
Directory traversal
Traversal
vulnerability in
ecrire/exec/valider_xml.php
in SPIP 3.1.2 and earlier
allows remote attackers to
enumerate the files on the
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

A-SOC-GITH010217/436

A-SOC-GITH010217/437

https://core.
spip.net/proj
ects/spip/re
pository/revi
sions/23193

A-SPI-SPIP010217/438

https://core.
spip.net/proj
ects/spip/re
pository/revi
sions/23192

A-SPI-SPIP010217/439

https://core.
spip.net/proj
ects/spip/re
pository/revi
sions/23200

A-SPI-SPIP010217/440

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Execute Code;
Cross Site
Request Forgery

18-01-2017 6.8

system via the var_url
parameter in a valider_xml
action.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167982
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in
valider_xml.php in SPIP 3.1.2
and earlier allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary
web script or HTML via the
var_url parameter in a
valider_xml action.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167981
Cross-site request forgery
(CSRF) vulnerability in
ecrire/exec/valider_xml.php
in SPIP 3.1.2 and earlier
allows remote attackers to
hijack the authentication of
administrators for requests
that execute the XML
validator on a local file via a
crafted valider_xml request.
NOTE: this issue can be
combined with REFERENCE:
CVE-2016-7998 to execute
arbitrary PHP code.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167980

https://core.
spip.net/proj
ects/spip/re
pository/revi
sions/23202

A-SPI-SPIP010217/441

https://core.
spip.net/proj
ects/spip/re
pository/revi
sions/23203

A-SPI-SPIP010217/442

Sybase
Adaptive Server Enterprise
SAP ASE (Adaptive Server Enterprise), originally known as Sybase SQL Server, and also commonly
known as Sybase DB or ASE, is a relational model database server product for businesses developed
by Sybase Corporation which became part of SAP AG.
Denial of Service 23-01-2017 5
Odata Server in SAP Adaptive NA
A-SYBServer Enterprise (ASE) 16
ADAPTallows remote attackers to
010217/443
cause a denial of service
(process crash) via a series of
crafted requests, aka SAP
Security Note 2330422.
REFERENCE: CVE-20175371
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Systemd Project
Systemd
systemd is an init system used in Linux distributions to bootstrap the user space and manage all
processes subsequently, instead of the UNIX System V or Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) init
systems.
NA
23-01-2017 7.2
A flaw in systemd v228 in
NA
A-SYS/src/basic/fs-util.c caused
SYSTEworld writable suid files to be
010217/444
created when using the
systemd timers features,
allowing local attackers to
escalate their privileges to
root. This is fixed in v229.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610156
Tiki
Tikiwiki Cms/groupware
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware or simply Tiki, originally known as TikiWiki, is a free and open source Wikibased content management system and online office suite written primarily in PHP and distributed
under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) license.
Gain Information 20-01-2017 5
Vulnerability in Tiki Wiki CMS https://sourc A-TIK15.2 could allow a remote
eforge.net/p/ TIKIWattacker to read arbitrary files tikiwiki/code 010217/445
on a targeted system via a
/60308/
crafted pathname in a banner
URL field.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610143
Tqdm Project
Tqdm
tqdm - A fast, extensible progress bar for Python and CLI.
Execute Code
19-01-2017 4.6
The tqdm._version module in
tqdm versions 4.4.1 and 4.10
allows local users to execute
arbitrary code via a crafted
repo with a malicious git log
in the current working
directory.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610075
Treasuryxpress
C2box
NA
NA
CV
Scoring
Scale

23-01-2017 5
0-1

1-2

2-3

B.A.S C2Box before 4.0.0
(r19171) relies on client-side
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

NA

A-TQDTQDM010217/446

https://pack
etstormsecur

A-TREC2BOX-

7-8

8-9

9-10

validation, which allows
remote attackers to "corrupt
the business logic" via a
negative value in an overdraft.
REFERENCE: CVE-20154626

ity.com/files
/136450/C2
Box-4.0.0r19171ValidationBypass.html

010217/447

Typo3
Typo3
TYPO3 is a free and open source web content management system written in PHP.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 6.8
Extbase in TYPO3 4.3.0 before https://typo
Gain Information
6.2.24, 7.x before 7.6.8, and
3.org/teams/
8.1.1 allows remote attackers security/secu
to obtain sensitive
rityinformation or possibly
bulletins/typ
execute arbitrary code via a
o3crafted Extbase action.
core/typo3REFERENCE: CVE-2016core-sa5091
2016-013/
Cross Site
23-01-2017 4.3
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
https://typo
Scripting
vulnerability in the Backend
3.org/teams/
component in TYPO3 6.2.x
security/secu
before 6.2.19 allows remote
rityattackers to inject arbitrary
bulletins/typ
web script or HTML via the
o3module parameter when
core/typo3creating a bookmark.
core-saREFERENCE: CVE-20162016-006/
4056
Uglifyjs Project
Uglifyjs
UglifyJS is a JavaScript parser, minifier, compressor or beautifier toolkit.
Denial of Service 23-01-2017 7.8
The uglify-js package before
2.6.0 for Node.js allows
attackers to cause a denial of
service (CPU consumption)
via crafted input in a parse
call, aka a "regular expression
denial of service (ReDoS)."
REFERENCE: CVE-20158858
Bypass
23-01-2017 7.5
The uglify-js package before
2.4.24 for Node.js does not
properly account for nonboolean values when
rewriting boolean
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

A-TYPTYPO3010217/448

A-TYPTYPO3010217/449

https://node
security.io/a
dvisories/48

A-UGLUGLIF010217/450

NA

A-UGLUGLIF010217/451

7-8

8-9

9-10

expressions, which might
allow attackers to bypass
security mechanisms or
possibly have unspecified
other impact by leveraging
improperly rewritten
Javascript.
REFERENCE: CVE-20158857
Unrealircd
Unrealircd
UnrealIRCd is an Open Source IRC Server, serving thousands of networks since 1999.
NA
18-01-2017 6.8
The m_authenticate function
https://foru
in modules/m_sasl.c in
ms.unrealirc
UnrealIRCd before 3.2.10.7
d.org/viewto
and 4.x before 4.0.6 allows
pic.php?f=1&
remote attackers to spoof
t=8588
certificate fingerprints and
consequently log in as
another user via a crafted
AUTHENTICATE parameter.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167144
Wordpress

A-UNRUNREA010217/452

Wordpress
WordPress is a free and open-source content management system (CMS) based on PHP and MySQL.
Bypass
18-01-2017 4
The wp_ajax_update_plugin
https://core. A-WORfunction in wptrac.wordpre WORDPadmin/includes/ajaxss.org/ticket 010217/453
actions.php in WordPress
/37490
before 4.6 makes a
get_plugin_data call before
checking the update_plugins
capability, which allows
remote authenticated users to
bypass intended read-access
restrictions via the plugin
parameter to wpadmin/admin-ajax.php, a
related issue to REFERENCE:
CVE-2016-6896.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610148
Cross Site
18-01-2017 4.3
Cross-site request forgery
https://githu A-WORRequest Forgery
(CSRF) vulnerability in the
b.com/Word WORDPCV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of
Service;
Directory
Traversal

18-01-2017 5.5

wp_ajax_update_plugin
function in wpadmin/includes/ajaxactions.php in WordPress
before 4.6 allows remote
attackers to hijack the
authentication of subscribers
for /dev/random read
operations by leveraging a
late call to the
check_ajax_referer function, a
related issue to REFERENCE:
CVE-2016-6896.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166897
Directory traversal
vulnerability in the
wp_ajax_update_plugin
function in wpadmin/includes/ajaxactions.php in WordPress
4.5.3 allows remote
authenticated users to cause a
denial of service or read
certain text files via a .. (dot
dot) in the plugin parameter
to wp-admin/admin-ajax.php,
as demonstrated by
/dev/random read operations
that deplete the entropy pool.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166896

Press/WordP 010217/454
ress/commit
/8c82515ab6
2b88fb32d01
c9778f0204b
296f3568

NA

A-WORWORDP010217/455

Zabbix
Zabbix
Zabbix is a mature and effortless enterprise-class open source monitoring solution
monitoring and application monitoring of millions of metrics.
Execute Code;
23-01-2017 6.8
The mysql user parameter
https://www
SQL Injection
configuration script
.zabbix.com/
(userparameter_mysql.conf)
documentati
in the agent in Zabbix before
on/3.0/manu
2.0.18, 2.2.x before 2.2.13, and al/introducti
3.0.x before 3.0.3, when used
on/whatsne
with a shell other than bash,
w303#miscel
allows context-dependent
laneous_impr
attackers to execute arbitrary ovements
code or SQL commands via
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

for network
A-ZABZABBI010217/456

8-9

9-10

the mysql.size parameter.
REFERENCE: CVE-20164338
Zimbra
Zimbra Collaboration Suite
Zimbra provides open source server and client software for messaging and collaboration.
NA
18-01-2017 4.3
Unspecified vulnerability in
https://wiki. A-ZIMZimbra Collaboration before
zimbra.com/ ZIMBR8.7.0 allows remote attackers wiki/Zimbra_ 010217/457
to affect integrity via
Releases/8.7.
unknown vectors, aka bug
0
104477.
REFERENCE: CVE-20164019
Cross Site
18-01-2017 4.3
Multiple cross-site scripting
https://wiki. A-ZIMScripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities in
zimbra.com/ ZIMBRZimbra Collaboration before
wiki/Zimbra_ 010217/458
8.7.0 allow remote attackers
Security_Advi
to inject arbitrary web script
sories
or HTML via unspecified
vectors, aka bugs 104552 and
104703.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163999
NA
18-01-2017 6.4
Zimbra Collaboration before
https://wiki. A-ZIM8.7.0 allows remote attackers zimbra.com/ ZIMBRto conduct deserialization
wiki/Zimbra_ 010217/459
attacks via unspecified
Releases/8.7.
vectors, aka bug 102276.
0
REFERENCE: CVE-20163415
NA
18-01-2017 4
Unspecified vulnerability in
https://foru
A-ZIMZimbra Collaboration before
ms.zimbra.or ZIMBR8.6.0 Patch 7 allows remote
g/viewtopic. 010217/460
authenticated users to affect
php?f=8&t=5
availability via unknown
9816
vectors, aka bug 102029.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163414
NA
18-01-2017 5
Unspecified vulnerability in
https://wiki. A-ZIMZimbra Collaboration before
zimbra.com/ ZIMBR8.7.0 allows remote attackers wiki/Zimbra_ 010217/461
to affect integrity via
Releases/8.7.
unknown vectors, aka bug
0
103996.
REFERENCE: CVE-2016CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3413
Multiple cross-site scripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities in
Zimbra Collaboration before
8.7.0 allow remote attackers
to inject arbitrary web script
or HTML via unspecified
vectors, aka bugs 103997,
104413, 104414, 104777, and
104791.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163412
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in Zimbra
Collaboration before 8.7.0
allows remote attackers to
inject arbitrary web script or
HTML via unspecified vectors,
aka bug 103609.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163411
Multiple cross-site scripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities in
Zimbra Collaboration before
8.7.0 allow remote attackers
to inject arbitrary web script
or HTML via unspecified
vectors, aka bugs 103956,
103995, 104475, 104838, and
104839.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163410
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in Zimbra
Collaboration before 8.7.0
allows remote attackers to
inject arbitrary web script or
HTML via unspecified vectors,
aka bug 102637.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163409
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in Zimbra
Collaboration before 8.7.0
allows remote attackers to
inject arbitrary web script or
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/462
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/463
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/464
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/465
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/466
Releases/8.7.
0
7-8

8-9

9-10

Cross Site
Scripting

18-01-2017 4.3

Cross Site
Request Forgery

18-01-2017 6.8

NA

18-01-2017 5

NA

18-01-2017 5

NA

18-01-2017 5

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

HTML via unspecified vectors,
aka bug 101813.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163408
Multiple cross-site scripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities in
Zimbra Collaboration before
8.7.0 allow remote attackers
to inject arbitrary web script
or HTML via unspecified
vectors, aka bugs 104222,
104910, 105071, and 105175.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163407
Multiple cross-site request
forgery (CSRF) vulnerabilities
in Zimbra Collaboration
before 8.7.0 allow remote
attackers to hijack the
authentication of unspecified
victims via vectors involving
(1) the Client uploader
extension or (2) extension
REST handlers, aka bugs
104294 and 104456.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163406
Multiple unspecified
vulnerabilities in Zimbra
Collaboration before 8.7.0
allow remote attackers to
affect integrity via unknown
vectors, aka bugs 103961 and
104828.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163405
Unspecified vulnerability in
Zimbra Collaboration before
8.7.0 allows remote attackers
to affect integrity via
unknown vectors, aka bug
103959.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163404
Unspecified vulnerability in
Zimbra Collaboration before
3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/467
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/468
Security_Advi
sories

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/469
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/470
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki.
zimbra.com/
7-8

A-ZIMZIMBR8-9

9-10

NA

18-01-2017 4

8.7.0 allows remote attackers
to affect confidentiality via
unknown vectors, aka bug
99167.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163402
Unspecified vulnerability in
Zimbra Collaboration before
8.7.0 allows remote
authenticated users to affect
integrity via unknown
vectors, aka bug 99810.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163401

wiki/Zimbra_ 010217/471
Releases/8.7.
0

https://wiki. A-ZIMzimbra.com/ ZIMBRwiki/Zimbra_ 010217/472
Releases/8.7.
0

Zohocorp
Webnms Framework
WebNMS is an industry-leading framework for building network management applications.
Bypass
23-01-2017 5
ZOHO WebNMS Framework
NA
A-ZOH5.2 and 5.2 SP1 allows remote
WEBNMattackers to bypass
010217/473
authentication and
impersonate arbitrary users
via the UserName HTTP
header.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166603
NA
23-01-2017 5
ZOHO WebNMS Framework
NA
A-ZOH5.2 and 5.2 SP1 use a weak
WEBNMobfuscation algorithm to store
010217/474
passwords, which allows
context-dependent attackers
to obtain cleartext passwords
by leveraging access to WEBINF/conf/securitydbData.xml.
NOTE: this issue can be
combined with REFERENCE:
CVE-2016-6601 for a remote
exploit.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166602
Directory
23-01-2017 5
Directory traversal
NA
A-ZOHTraversal
vulnerability in the file
WEBNMdownload functionality in
010217/475
ZOHO WebNMS Framework
5.2 and 5.2 SP1 allows remote
attackers to read arbitrary
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Directory
Traversal

23-01-2017 7.5

files via a .. (dot dot) in the
fileName parameter to
servlets/FetchFile.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166601
Directory traversal
NA
vulnerability in the file upload
functionality in ZOHO
WebNMS Framework 5.2 and
5.2 SP1 allows remote
attackers to upload and
execute arbitrary JSP files via
a .. (dot dot) in the fileName
parameter to
servlets/FileUploadServlet.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166600

A-ZOHWEBNM010217/476

Application; Operating System (A/OS)
Citrix/XEN
Xenserver/XEN
XenServer is the leading open source virtualization platform, powered by the XEN hypervisor/ XEN is
an open source virtual machine monitor for x86-compatible computers.
Gain Privileges
23-01-2017 4.6
The x86 emulator in Xen does http://xenbit A-OS-CITnot properly treat x86 NULL
s.xen.org/xsa XENSEsegments as unusable when
/advisory010217/477
accessing memory, which
191.html
might allow local HVM guest
users to gain privileges via
vectors involving
"unexpected" base/limit
values.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169386
Denial of Service 23-01-2017 4.9
The x86 segment base write
http://xenbit A-OS-CITemulation functionality in Xen s.xen.org/xsa XENSE4.4.x through 4.7.x allows
/advisory010217/478
local x86 PV guest OS
193.html
administrators to cause a
denial of service (host crash)
by leveraging lack of
canonical address checks.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169385
Denial of
23-01-2017 7.2
Xen, when running on a 64-bit http://xenbit A-OS-CITService; Execute
hypervisor, allows local x86
s.xen.org/xsa XENSECV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Code; Gain
Information

Denial of
Service; Gain
Privileges

23-01-2017 4.6

NA

23-01-2017 4.6

NA

23-01-2017 4.6

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

guest OS users to modify
arbitrary memory and
consequently obtain sensitive
information, cause a denial of
service (host crash), or
execute arbitrary code on the
host by leveraging broken
emulation of bit test
instructions.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169383
Xen 4.0.x through 4.7.x
mishandle x86 task switches
to VM86 mode, which allows
local 32-bit x86 HVM guest OS
users to gain privileges or
cause a denial of service
(guest OS crash) by leveraging
a guest operating system that
uses hardware task switching
and allows a new task to start
in VM86 mode.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169382
The pygrub boot loader
emulator in Xen, when nuldelimited output format is
requested, allows local
pygrub-using guest OS
administrators to read or
delete arbitrary files on the
host via NUL bytes in the
bootloader configuration file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169380
The pygrub boot loader
emulator in Xen, when Sexpression output format is
requested, allows local
pygrub-using guest OS
administrators to read or
delete arbitrary files on the
host via string quotes and Sexpressions in the bootloader
configuration file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20163-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

/advisory195.html

010217/479

http://xenbit
s.xen.org/xsa
/advisory192.html

A-OS-CITXENSE010217/480

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
218775

A-OS-CITXENSE010217/481

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
218775

A-OS-CITXENSE010217/482

7-8

8-9

9-10

Denial of Service

26-01-2017 2.1

Denial of Service

26-01-2017 4.9

9379
VMFUNC emulation in Xen
4.6.x through 4.8.x on x86
systems using AMD
virtualization extensions (aka
SVM) allows local HVM guest
OS users to cause a denial of
service (hypervisor crash) by
leveraging a missing NULL
pointer check.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610025
Xen through 4.8.x allows local
x86 PV guest OS kernel
administrators to cause a
denial of service (host hang or
crash) by modifying the
instruction stream
asynchronously while
performing certain kernel
operations.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610024

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219378

A-OS-CITXENSE010217/483

https://supp
ort.citrix.com
/article/CTX
219378

A-OS-CITXENSE010217/484

Debian/Terminology Project
Debian Linux/Terminology
Debian is a Unix-like computer operating system and a Linux distribution that is composed entirely of
free and open-source software, most of which is under the GNU General Public License, and packaged
by a group of individuals known as the Debian project/ Terminology is a terminal emulator for
Linux/BSD/UNIX etc. systems.
Execute Code
23-01-2017 4.6
Terminology 0.7.0 allows
https://git.en A-OS-DEBremote attackers to execute
lightenment. DEBIAarbitrary commands via
org/apps/ter 010217/485
escape sequences that modify minology.git/
the window title and then are commit/?id=
written to the terminal, a
b80bedc7c21
similar issue to CVE-2003ecffe99d8d1
0063.
42930db696
REFERENCE: CVE-2015eebdd6a5
8971
Fedoraproject/GNU
Fedora/Bash
Fedora (formerly Fedora Core) is an operating system based on the Linux kernel, developed by the
community-supported Fedora Project and sponsored by Red Hat/ Bash is a Unix shell and command
language written by Brian Fox for the GNU Project as a free software replacement for the Bourne shell.
Execute Code
19-01-2017 7.2
Bash before 4.4 allows local
NA
A-OS-FEDCV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

users to execute arbitrary
commands with root
privileges via crafted
SHELLOPTS and PS4
environment variables.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167543
Fedoraproject; Redhat/Selinux Project

FEDOR010217/486

Fedora/Enterprise Linux Desktop;Enterprise Linux Hpc Node;Enterprise Linux Server;Enterprise
Linux Server Tus;Enterprise Linux Workstation/Selinux
Fedora (formerly Fedora Core) is an operating system based on the Linux kernel, developed by the
community-supported Fedora Project and sponsored by Red Hat/ Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) is
a Linux distribution developed by Red Hat and targeted toward the commercial market. Red Hat
Enterprise Linux is released in server versions for x86, x86-64, Itanium, PowerPC and IBM System z,
and desktop versions for x86 and x86-64/ Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux) is a Linux kernel
security module that provides a mechanism for supporting access control security policies, including
United States Department of Defense–style Mandatory Access Controls (MAC).
Execute Code
19-01-2017 7.2
SELinux policycoreutils
https://githu A-OS-FEDallows local users to execute
b.com/SELin FEDORarbitrary commands outside
uxProject/sel 010217/487
of the sandbox via a crafted
inux/commit
TIOCSTI ioctl call.
/acca96a135
REFERENCE: CVE-2016a4d2a028ba
7545
9b636886af9
9c0915379
Libtiff/Novell
Libtiff/Opensuse
Libtiff is a library for reading and writing Tagged Image File Format (abbreviated TIFF) files/
openSUSE formerly SUSE Linux and SuSE Linux Professional, is a Linux-based project and distribution
sponsored by SUSE Linux GmbH and other companies.
Denial of
20-01-2017 4.3
The DumpModeDecode
NA
A-OS-LIBService;
function in libtiff 4.0.6 and
LIBTIOverflow
earlier allows attackers to
010217/488
cause a denial of service
(invalid read and crash) via a
crafted tiff image.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165321
Libtiff/Opensuse Project
Libtiff/Leap; Opensuse
Libtiff is a library for reading and writing Tagged Image File Format (abbreviated TIFF) files/ LEAP is
a cloud legal software solution for solo & small law firms wishing to become more efficient, more
flexible and make more money; OpenSUSE formerly SUSE Linux and SuSE Linux Professional, is a
Linux-based project and distribution sponsored by SUSE Linux GmbH and other companies.
Denial of
20-01-2017 4.3
Buffer overflow in the
NA
A-OS-LIBCV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Service;
Overflow

NA

20-01-2017 4.3

PixarLogDecode function in
libtiff.so in the
PixarLogDecode function in
libtiff 4.0.6 and earlier, as
used in GNOME nautilus,
allows attackers to cause a
denial of service attack
(crash) via a crafted TIFF file.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165317
Out-of-bounds read in the
NA
PixarLogCleanup function in
tif_pixarlog.c in libtiff 4.0.6
and earlier allows remote
attackers to crash the
application by sending a
crafted TIFF image to the
rgb2ycbcr tool.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165316

LIBTI010217/489

A-OS-LIBLIBTI010217/490

Libtiff/Opensuse
Libtiff is a library for reading and writing Tagged Image File Format (abbreviated TIFF) files/
openSUSE formerly SUSE Linux and SuSE Linux Professional, is a Linux-based project and distribution
sponsored by SUSE Linux GmbH and other companies.
Denial of Service 20-01-2017 5
The _TIFFFax3fillruns
NA
A-OS-LIBfunction in libtiff before 4.0.6
LIBTIallows remote attackers to
010217/491
cause a denial of service
(divide-by-zero error and
application crash) via a
crafted Tiff image.
REFERENCE: CVE-20165323
Opensuse Project/W3m Project
Leap/W3M
LEAP is a cloud legal software solution for solo & small law firms wishing to become more efficient,
more flexible and make more money/ w3m is a text-based browser and pager from Japan.
NA
20-01-2017 4.3
parsetagx.c in w3m before
https://githu A-OS-OPE0.5.3+git20161009 does not b.com/tats/
LEAP/properly initialize values,
w3m/commi 010217/492
which allows remote
t/33509cc81
attackers to crash the
ec5f2ba44eb
application via a crafted html 6fd98bd5c1b
file, related to a <i> tag.
5873e46bd
REFERENCE: CVE-20169436
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

20-01-2017 4.3

The HTMLtagproc1 function
in file.c in w3m before
0.5.3+git20161009 does not
properly initialize values,
which allows remote
attackers to crash the
application via a crafted html
file, related to <dd> tags.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169435

https://githu
b.com/tats/
w3m/commi
t/33509cc81
ec5f2ba44eb
6fd98bd5c1b
5873e46bd

A-OS-OPELEAP/010217/493

Operating System (OS)
Cisco
Aironet Access Point Software
Cisco Aironet IP setup utility used to configure IP addresses of all Aironet Access Points, Wireless
Bridges and Workgroup Bridges.
Denial of Service 26-01-2017 3.3
A Denial of Service
https://tools. O-CISVulnerability in 802.11
cisco.com/se AIRONingress connection
curity/center 010217/494
authentication handling for
/content/Cis
the Cisco Mobility Express
coSecurityAd
2800 and 3800 Access Points visory/cisco(APs) could allow an
saunauthenticated, adjacent
20170118attacker to cause
cme2
authentication to fail.
Affected Products: This
vulnerability affects Cisco
Mobility Express 2800 Series
and 3800 Series Access
Points when configured in
local mode in 40 MHz. More
Information: CSCvb33575.
Known Affected Releases:
8.2(121.12) 8.4(1.82).
Known Fixed Releases:
8.2(131.2) 8.2(131.3)
8.2(131.4) 8.2(141.0)
8.3(104.53) 8.3(104.54)
8.4(1.80) 8.4(1.85).
REFERENCE: CVE-20169221
Denial of Service 26-01-2017 3.3
A Denial of Service
https://tools. O-CISVulnerability in 802.11
cisco.com/se AIRONingress packet processing of curity/center 010217/495
the Cisco Mobility Express
/content/Cis
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

2800 and 3800 Access Points
(APs) could allow an
unauthenticated, adjacent
attacker to cause the
connection table to be full of
invalid connections and be
unable to process new
incoming requests. More
Information: CSCvb66659.
Known Affected Releases:
8.2(130.0). Known Fixed
Releases: 8.2(131.10)
8.2(131.6) 8.2(141.0)
8.3(104.56) 8.4(1.88)
8.4(1.91).
REFERENCE: CVE-20169220

coSecurityAd
visory/ciscosa20170118cme1

IOS
iOS is a mobile operating system created and developed by Apple Inc. exclusively for its hardware.
Denial of
26-01-2017 3.3
A vulnerability in the Cisco
https://tools. O-CIS-IOSService; Gain
IOS Software forwarding
cisco.com/se 010217/496
Information
queue of Cisco 2960X and
curity/center
3750X switches could allow
/content/Cis
an unauthenticated, adjacent coSecurityAd
attacker to cause a memory
visory/ciscoleak in the software
saforwarding queue that would 20170118eventually lead to a partial
catalyst
denial of service (DoS)
condition. More Information:
CSCva72252. Known
Affected Releases: 15.2(2)E3
15.2(4)E1. Known Fixed
Releases: 15.2(2)E6
15.2(4)E3 15.2(5)E1
15.2(5.3.28i)E1
15.2(6.0.49i)E 3.9(1)E.
REFERENCE: CVE-20173803
IOX
Cisco IOx offers consistent management and hosting across network infrastructure products, including
Cisco routers, switches, and compute modules.
Gain Information 26-01-2017 5
A vulnerability in the webhttps://tools. O-CIS-IOXbased management interface cisco.com/se 010217/497
of Cisco IOS and Cisco IOx
curity/center
Software could allow an
/content/Cis
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

unauthenticated, remote
attacker to view confidential
information that is displayed
without authenticating to the
device. Affected Products:
This vulnerability affects
Cisco IOS Software and Cisco
IOx Software running on
IR829, IR809, IE4K, and
CGR1K platforms. More
Information: CSCvb20897.
Known Affected Releases:
1.0(0).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173805

coSecurityAd
visory/ciscosa20170118ios

Nx-os
NX-OS is a network operating system for the Nexus-series Ethernet switches and MDS-series Fibre
Channel storage area network switches made by Cisco Systems.
NA
26-01-2017 5.7
A vulnerability in
https://tools. O-CIS-NXIntermediate System-tocisco.com/se OSIntermediate System (IS-IS)
curity/center 010217/498
protocol packet processing of /content/Cis
Cisco Nexus 5000, 6000, and coSecurityAd
7000 Series Switches
visory/ciscosoftware could allow an
saunauthenticated, adjacent
20170118attacker to cause a reload of
nexus
the affected device. Switches
in the FabricPath domain
crash because of an
__inst_001__isis_fabricpath
hap reset when processing a
crafted link-state packet.
More Information:
CSCvc45002. Known Affected
Releases: 7.1(3)N1(2.1)
7.1(3)N1(3.12)
7.3(2)N1(0.296) 8.0(1)S2.
Known Fixed Releases:
6.2(18)S11 7.0(3)I5(1.170)
7.0(3)I5(2) 7.1(4)N1(0.4)
7.1(4)N1(1b)
7.1(5)N1(0.986) 7.1(5)N1(1)
7.2(3)D1(0.8)
7.3(2)N1(0.304) 7.3(2)N1(1)
8.0(0.96)S0 8.0(1) 8.0(1)E1
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

8.0(1)S4 8.3(0)CV(0.788).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173804
EMC
Isilon Onefs
The OneFS file system is a parallel distributed networked file system designed by Isilon Systems for
use in its Isilon IQ storage appliances.
NA
23-01-2017 7.2
EMC Isilon OneFS 8.0.0.0,
http://www. O-EMCEMC Isilon OneFS 7.2.1.0 securityfocus ISILO7.2.1.2, EMC Isilon OneFS
.com/archive 010217/499
7.2.0.x, EMC Isilon OneFS
/1/540020/
7.1.1.0 - 7.1.1.10, and EMC
30/0/thread
Isilon OneFS 7.1.0.x is
ed
affected by an LDAP injection
vulnerability that could
potentially be exploited by a
malicious user to
compromise the system.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169870
Google
Android
Android is an OS created by Google for use on mobile devices, such as smart-phones and tablets.
Execute Code
18-01-2017 7.6
An elevation of privilege
https://sourc O-GOOvulnerability in the
e.android.co
ANDROBroadcom Wi-Fi driver could m/security/b 010217/500
enable a local malicious
ulletin/2016application to execute
12-01.html
arbitrary code within the
context of the kernel. This
issue is rated as High
because it first requires
compromising a privileged
process. Product: Android.
Versions: N/A. Android ID: A31746399. References: BRB#26710.
REFERENCE: CVE-20149910
Execute Code
18-01-2017 9.3
An elevation of privilege
https://sourc O-GOOvulnerability in the
e.android.co
ANDROBroadcom Wi-Fi driver could m/security/b 010217/501
enable a local malicious
ulletin/2016application to execute
12-01.html
arbitrary code within the
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

context of the kernel. This
issue is rated as High
because it first requires
compromising a privileged
process. Product: Android.
Versions: N/A. Android ID: A31676542. References: BRB#26684.
REFERENCE: CVE-20149909
Linux
Linux Kernel
The Linux kernel is a monolithic Unix-like computer operating system kernel.
Denial of Service 18-01-2017 4.9
crypto/mcryptd.c in the
https://githu O-LINLinux kernel before 4.8.15
b.com/torval LINUXallows local users to cause a
ds/linux/co
010217/502
denial of service (NULL
mmit/48a99
pointer dereference and
2727d82cb7
system crash) by using an
db076fa15d3
AF_ALG socket with an
72178743b1f
incompatible algorithm, as
4cd
demonstrated by
mcryptd(md5).
REFERENCE: CVE-201610147
Netbsd
Netbsd
NetBSD is a free multi-platform operating system, with a focus on portability.
Execute Code
19-01-2017 7.5
CGI handling flaw in
NA
bozohttpd in NetBSD 6.0
through 6.0.6, 6.1 through
6.1.5, and 7.0 allows remote
attackers to execute
arbitrary code via crafted
arguments, which are
handled by a non-CGI aware
program.
REFERENCE: CVE-20158212
NA
20-01-2017 7.2
mail.local in NetBSD versions NA
6.0 through 6.0.6, 6.1
through 6.1.5, and 7.0 allows
local users to change
ownership of or append data
to arbitrary files on the
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

O-NETNETBS010217/503

O-NETNETBS010217/504

7-8

8-9

9-10

target system via a symlink
attack on the user mailbox.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166253
Oracle
Solaris
Solaris is a Unix operating system originally developed by Sun Microsystems.
NA
27-01-2017 1.9
Vulnerability in the Solaris
http://www.
component of Oracle Sun
oracle.com/t
Systems Products Suite
echnetwork/
(subcomponent: Kernel). The securitysupported version that is
advisory/cpu
affected is 11.3. Easily
jan2017exploitable vulnerability
2881727.htm
allows unauthenticated
l
attacker with logon to the
infrastructure where Solaris
executes to compromise
Solaris. Successful attacks
require human interaction
from a person other than the
attacker. Successful attacks
of this vulnerability can
result in unauthorized
update, insert or delete
access to some of Solaris
accessible data. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 3.3 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173301
NA
27-01-2017 3
Vulnerability in the Solaris
http://www.
component of Oracle Sun
oracle.com/t
Systems Products Suite
echnetwork/
(subcomponent: Kernel
securityZones virtualized block
advisory/cpu
driver). The supported
jan2017version that is affected is
2881727.htm
11.3. Difficult to exploit
l
vulnerability allows high
privileged attacker with
logon to the infrastructure
where Solaris executes to
compromise Solaris.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

O-ORASOLAR010217/505

O-ORASOLAR010217/506

8-9

9-10

NA

27-01-2017

4.3

unauthorized creation,
deletion or modification
access to critical data or all
Solaris accessible data and
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Solaris. CVSS v3.0
Base Score 5.7 (Integrity and
Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173276
Vulnerability in the Solaris
component of Oracle Sun
Systems Products Suite
(subcomponent: Kernel). The
supported version that is
affected is 11.3. Difficult to
exploit vulnerability allows
unauthenticated attacker
with network access via
multiple protocols to
compromise Solaris.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized update, insert
or delete access to some of
Solaris accessible data. CVSS
v3.0 Base Score 3.7 (Integrity
impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20168330

http://www. O-ORAoracle.com/t SOLARechnetwork/ 010217/507
securityadvisory/cpu
jan20172881727.htm
l

Vm Server
Oracle VM Server for x86 is the server virtualization offering from Oracle Corporation.
NA
27-01-2017 1.9
Vulnerability in the Oracle
http://www. O-ORA-VM
VM Server for Sparc
oracle.com/t SEcomponent of Oracle Sun
echnetwork/ 010217/508
Systems Products Suite
security(subcomponent: LDOM
advisory/cpu
Manager). Supported
jan2017versions that are affected are 2881727.htm
3.2 and 3.4. Easily exploitable l
vulnerability allows low
privileged attacker with
logon to the infrastructure
where Oracle VM Server for
CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Sparc executes to
compromise Oracle VM
Server for Sparc. Successful
attacks require human
interaction from a person
other than the attacker and
while the vulnerability is in
Oracle VM Server for Sparc,
attacks may significantly
impact additional products.
Successful attacks of this
vulnerability can result in
unauthorized ability to cause
a hang or frequently
repeatable crash (complete
DOS) of Oracle VM Server for
Sparc. CVSS v3.0 Base Score
5.9 (Availability impacts).
REFERENCE: CVE-20173242
Samsung
Samsung Mobile
Samsung helps you discover a wide range of home electronics with cutting-edge technology including
smartphones, tablets, TVs, home appliances and more.
Denial of
18-01-2017 9.3
The SmartCall Activity
http://securi O-SAMService; Gain
component in Telecom
ty.samsungm SAMSUPrivileges
application on Samsung Note obile.com/s
010217/509
device L(5.0/5.1) and M(6.0) mrupdate.ht
allows attackers to cause a
ml#SMRdenial of service (crash and
AUG-2016
reboot) or possibly gain
privileges via a malformed
serializable object.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166527
Denial of
18-01-2017 9.3
The SpamCall Activity
http://securi O-SAMService; Gain
component in Telecom
ty.samsungm SAMSUPrivileges
application on Samsung Note obile.com/s
010217/510
device L(5.0/5.1) and M(6.0) mrupdate.ht
allows attackers to cause a
ml#SMRdenial of service (crash and
AUG-2016
reboot) or possibly gain
privileges via a malformed
serializable object.
REFERENCE: CVE-20166526
CV
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9-10

Ubiquiti Networks
Unifi Ap Ac Lite Firmware
The UniFi AC Lite AP delivers 5x the performance of the first-generation UniFi AP while still
maintaining Ubiquiti’s disruptive pricing strategy.
NA
23-01-2017 8.3
Ubiquiti Networks UniFi
NA
O-UBI5.2.7 does not restrict
UNIFIaccess to the database,
010217/511
which allows remote
attackers to modify the
database by directly
connecting to it.
REFERENCE: CVE-20167792
Valvesoftware
Steamos
SteamOS is a Debian-based Linux operating system by Valve Corporation and is the primary operating
system for Valve's Steam Machine video game console.
Gain Privileges
23-01-2017 1.9
Valve Steam 3.42.16.13 uses https://pack O-VALweak permissions for the
etstormsecur STEAMfiles in the Steam program
ity.com/files 010217/512
directory, which allows local /137343/Val
users to modify the files and ve-Steampossibly gain privileges as
3.42.16.13demonstrated by a Trojan
Localhorse Steam.exe file.
PrivilegeREFERENCE: CVE-2016Escalation.ht
5237
ml
Viprinet
Multichannel Vpn Router 300 Firmware
The Multichannel VPN Routers 300 and 310 are the perfect solution to connect small offices or mobile
sites to the Internet or a corporate VPN.
NA
20-01-2017 5
The hardware VPN client in NA
O-VIPViprinet MultichannelVPN
MULTIRouter 300 version
010217/513
2013070830/2013080900
does not validate the remote
VPN endpoint identity
(through the checking of the
endpoint's SSL key) before
initiating the exchange,
which allows remote
attackers to perform a
replay attack.
REFERENCE: CVE-20149755
CV
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Scale

0-1
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2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

NA

20-01-2017

4.3

Cross Site
Scripting

20-01-2017

4.3

Sky Control Panel Firmware
NA
NA
23-01-2017

10

The hardware VPN client in NA
Viprinet MultichannelVPN
Router 300 version
2013070830/2013080900
does not validate the remote
VPN endpoint identity
(through the checking of the
endpoint's SSL key) before
initiating the exchange,
which allows an attacker to
perform a Man in the Middle
attack.
REFERENCE: CVE-20149754
Multiple cross-site scripting NA
(XSS) vulnerabilities in the
old and new interfaces in
Viprinet Multichannel VPN
Router 300 allow remote
attackers to inject arbitrary
web script or HTML via the
username when (1) logging
in or (2) creating an account
in the old interface, (3)
username when creating an
account in the new
interface, (4) hostname in
the old interface, (5) inspect
parameter in the config
module, (6) commands
parameter in the
atcommands tool, or (7)
host parameter in the ping
tool.
REFERENCE: CVE-20142045

O-VIPMULTI010217/514

O-VIPMULTI010217/515

Vivint

CV
Scoring
Scale

0-1

1-2

2-3

Vivint Sky Control Panel
1.1.1.9926 allows remote
attackers to enable and
disable the alarm system
and modify other security
settings via the Webenabled interface.
3-4

4-5

5-6

http://packe O-VIV-SKY
tstormsecurit Cy.com/files/1 010217/516
36040/Vivint
-Sky-ControlPanelUnauthentica
6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

REFERENCE: CVE-20148362

tedAccess.html

XEN
XEN
Xen is a hypervisor using a microkernel design, providing services that allow multiple computer
operating systems to execute on the same computer hardware concurrently. The University of
Cambridge Computer Laboratory developed the first versions of Xen.
Gain Privileges
26-01-2017 4.6
Xen through 4.8.x allows
http://xenbit O-XEN-XENlocal 64-bit x86 HVM guest
s.xen.org/xsa 010217/517
OS users to gain privileges
/advisoryby leveraging mishandling
204.html
of SYSCALL singlestep
during emulation.
REFERENCE: CVE-201610013
Gain Information 26-01-2017 2.1
CMPXCHG8B emulation in
https://supp O-XEN-XENXen 3.3.x through 4.7.x on
ort.citrix.com 010217/518
x86 systems allows local
/article/CTX
HVM guest OS users to
219378
obtain sensitive information
from host stack memory via
a "supposedly-ignored"
operand size prefix.
REFERENCE: CVE-20169932
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